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Abstract

Basic dykes with primary amphibolite facies mineral assemblages were emplaced
along active transcurrent fissures in the c!osing stages of a period of plutonic activity.
The order of crystallisation, determined from petrographic evidence and from the
composition of filter-pressed fractions, is consistent with consolidation of the magma
at ca. 4000 bars water pressure at 800-850°C. The marked cale-alkaline trend of differ
entiation and the high-alumina characteristics of some dykes, illustrated by ten
chemical analyses, is shown to be the likely result of a fractionation dominated by
the separation of mafic from felsie phases. This type of fractionation is shown to be
a consequence of the conditions under which the dykes crystallised, and is contrasted
with fractionation taking place under conditions of low water pressure. The type of
differentiation demonstrated by the dyke suite is shown to be capable of producing
many of the characteristic features of the orogenie voleanie suite, including relatively
large amounts of intermediate differentiates.

Oblique foliation in the dykes is shown to be related to transcurrent movements
and is interpreted by reference to a modelof rotational homogenous strain.
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SUMMARY

A suite of narrow lamprophyric dykes occurs throughout an area
of several hundred square km of South Greenland. About 120 well
exposed members of the suite outcropping on the coasts of the Ilordleq
area are described. The dykes were emplaced during the closing stages
of an episode of plutonic activity; plastic deformation of the mainly
granitic country rocks was succeeded by brittIe deformation involving
transverse displacements along a conjugate set of almost vertical shear
fractures, the period of intrusion of the dykes overlapping with the
fault movements. Most of the dykes are of basaltic composition but the
stable mineral assemblage at the time of consolidation (hornblende +
andesine + epidote + sphene + [biotite]) was that characteristic of the
almandine amphibolite facies of regional metamorphism. This is inter
preted as the result of crystallisation of the dyke magma at high water
pressures (ca. 4000 bars), the order of crystallisation of component min
erals being similar to that reported by YODER and TILLEY (1962) for
melts of basaltic composition under these conditions. It is suggested
that the occurrence of amygdales in rocks crystallising at such high
P H •O indicates a depth of consolidation of the dykes of about 10-12 km.

Wall-rock displacement during consolidation resulted in filter
pressing of some dykes, the separation of andesitic residual liquid
giving rise to the extreme inhomogeneity of these dykes. Post-consoli
dation wall-rock displacements resulted in paracrystalline deformation
of dykes and promoted autometamorphic recrystallisation. Mineral as
semblages produced by this synkinematic recrystallisation reflect pro
gressively lower temperatures attained during the post-consolidation
cooling history of the dykes; these assemblages are those typical of the
quartz-albite-epidote-almandine and quartz-epidote-biotite subfacies of
the greenschist facies of regional metamorphism. The relationship be
tween solid and fluid pressures during regional metamorphism is dis
cussed.

The deformation caused by post-consolidation wall-rock displace
ments resulted in a characteristic oblique foliation in the dykes which
is interpreted on the basis of a modelof rotational homogeneous strain
in which a distinction is drawn between rotation, or re-alignment, of
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passive lines and planes, and rotation of included bodies. The folding
of elongate xenoliths in the dykes is inconsistent with the mechanism
of folding proposed by RAMBERG (1959) and FLINN (1962).

Potash metasomatism of country rocks bordering several of the
dykes, reminiscent of adinoles and fenites, is interpreted as aresult of
the passage of alkaline fluids which preceded intrusion of the basic magma,
rather than aresult of contact alteration by the dykes.

Chemical analyses of eleven rocks of the suite show a distinctive
trend of differentiation which is consistent with fractional crystallisa
tion of a basic magma of commonplace composition, crystallising under
conditions of high water pressure. The differences between differentia
tion trends in magmas in which the crystallisation of major phases is
essentiaIly contemporaneous, a situation approached in many normal
high level basic rocks, and in magmas in which there is relatively littie
overlap of the crystallisation periods of major phases, such as basic
magmas at high P H20, is discussed. The latter type of differentiation,
characterised by the Ilordleq dykes, is shown to favour the produe
tion of high-alumina basalt magma and relatively large proportions of
differentiates of andesitic composition. Conditions under which the
Ilordleq dykes crystallised are shown to favour the production of a
typical calc-alkaline differentiation trend. The composition of residual
liquid in Ilordleq dykes after 50-60% crystallisation is contrasted with
that of residual liquids at a similar stage of evolution in the Skaergaard
and Stillwater intrusions. The development of nepheline-normative rocks
from hypersthene-normative rocks is ascribed to fractionation of am
phibole; subsequent development of quartz-normative rocks may be
due to crystallisation and fractionation of biotite.

It is suggested that suites of the Ilordleq types are intrusives com
plementary to the typical orogenic basalt-andesite-rhyolite effusive
suites; many characteristics of the latter suites are shown to be consist
ent with differentiation of basaltic magma at depth, under conditions
of high PH20. Brief consideration is given to the possibility of the trans
fer of water, and perhaps also alkalies, from rocks undergoing high
grade regional metamorphism to contemporaneous basic magmas.

The Ilordleq rocks are considered in the context of the lamprophyre
problem. It is suggested that an important consequence of the classifica
tion of many magmatic rocks on the basic of disequilibrium mineral as
semblages, has been the failure to recognise physico-chemical conditions
of crystallisation as being of importance equal with rock composition
in determining the mineral assemblages of igneous rocks. It is concluded
that by application of the mineral facies principle to igneous rocks,
important genetic relationships would be more readily revealed, and
many problems of nomenclature avoided.



PREFACE

This account is the second of a series of four dealing with various
aspects of the plutonic rocks of the Ilordleq area. The chronology of
the area and occurrence of basic dykes of various ages were described
in Part I (WATTERSON, 1965). Parts III and IV dealingwith deformation
and metamorphism respectively are in the course of preparation. The
location and the main geological features of the area are shown in
Plate 4.

The suggestion that external conditions at the time of emplacement
were responsibIe for important modifications of the dyke suite described
was first made by the writer in 1960; subsequent investigations by the
writer's collagues elsewhere in South Greenland have produced further
information tending to confirm that emplacement of the dykes was as
sociated with brittIe deformation of the country rocks following an
episode of more typically plutonic deformation. In the course of this
work the term late-kinematic has proved a useful term of reference for
the dyke suite and for convenience is retained in this account.

An interpretation similar in many important respects to that sug
gested for these dykes was suggested by KAITARO (1953) for a radial
suite of lamprophyric dykes centred on the granite-monzonite stock of
Åva in the Åland archipelago of SW Finland, and previously described
by SEDERHOLM (1934). A visit to the Åland Islands in 1961, which was
facilitated by the helpful advice of the late Prof. A. METZGER of Pargas
University, confirmed that the Åva and Ilordleq dykes have important
features in common, notwithstanding some differences in geological en
vironment.

Acknowledgements: The field work on which this account is based was
carried out under the auspices of the Geological Survey of Greenland
during the summer months of 1959 and 1960. The writer is indebted to
the Director of the Survey for facilities provided for carrying out the
field work and other kindnesses, and to the Mineralogical Institute of
Copenhagen for laboratory facilities provided between 1959 and 1962.
Discussion with my colleagues in Copenhagen and elsewhere has been
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most useful and is greatly appreciated. Dr. J ANET WATSON and Dr.
J. H. ALLAART kindly commented on the manuscript, to which many
corrections and improvements have been made folIowing suggestions
by Mr C. PULVERTAFT to whom I am most grateful for editing and
criticism.

Line drawings for text figures have been improved and redrawn
by Mr J. LYNCH of Liverpool University.

Department of Geology,
University of Liverpool,
England.

May, 1966.



I. INTRODUCTION

The local geological setting and age relations of the dykes have
been described in Part I, and are summarised below.

The oldest rocks in the area comprise a supracrustal series of meta
sedimentary and metavolcanic rocks which are of Ketilidian age. Cutting
these rocks are narrow basic dykes, the first period dykes, which probably
are genetically connected with the supracrustal volcanics. Both supra
crustal rocks and dykes are cut by granite which was emplaced during
an episode of regional metamorphism and deformation. A further set
of narrow basic dykes, the second period dykes, post-date the plutonic
activity and are thought to have been emplaced as normal dolerites in
cold country rocks. A further episode of plutonic activity, the Sanerutian
episode, followed the emplacement of the second period dykes. Regional
metamorphism and deformation, and reactivation of the earlier granites
characterised this episode during which second period dykes were folded,
disrupted and migmatised.

The dykes which are the subject of this account clearly post-date
the Sanerutian migmatisation and plastic deformation. On the basic of
the evidence presented in the folIowing pages these dykes, the third
period dykes, are thought to have been emplaced into country rocks
at elevated temperatures and during the operation, at least intermit
tently, of compressive forces. There is no direct evidence to show that
the non-cratogenic conditions were connected with Sanerutian plutonic
activity, but they are interpreted on the basis that this is so. The sim
ilarity of stress patterns during the Sanerutian plutonism and at the
time of emplacement of the third period dykes suggest that a late
Sanerutian age is at least not unlikely. Late-Sanerutian refers only to
the Sanerutian as seen in Ilordleq; in terms of the regional development
mid-Sanerutian may eventually be found more appropriate. Although
in Ilordleq the Sanerutian reactivation clearly precedes intrusion of the
late plutonic igneous rocks, the relationship elsewhere between igneous
and plutonic activity is not yet certain. An isotopic age of 1500 ± 70
m.y. of biotite (RbjSr) from a granite at Julianehåb, which was probably
reactivated during the Sanerutian plutonic episode (BRIDGWATER, 1965),
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compares with ages of 1600-1650 m. y. from rocks of the Rapakivi suite
(op. cit.) to which the Ilordleq dykes are thought to belong. It would be
unwise at this stage to assume that this igneous activity anywhere
predates Sanerutian reactivation of regional type, as this reactivation
has not itself been accurately dated, 1500 ± 70 m. y. representing only
a minimum age.

The late-kinematic dykes in Ilordleq are cut by numerous dykes,
mostly dolerites, emplaced during the Gardar volcanic episode. The
duration of this episode has not yet been established but ages of late
Gardar rocks range from 1255-1020 m. y. (op. cit.). Post-dating the Gar
dar dykes are a few dolerites which may be of Tertiary age.

The regional context of the late-kinematic dykes is discussed in
Section VII.

Nomenclature: Although many features of the dykes are those more
usually associated with metamorphic rocks, all were developed either
during or immediately after consolidation of a magma and are to that
extent primary features. The mixture of elements typical of both vol
canic and plutonic rocks has made for difficulties of nomenclature. As
the dykes consist largely of plagioclase and amphibole, and a large
proportion are foliated, they are referred to as amphibolites. Other
terms which could have been used, the writer believes to no advantage,
for some or all of the dykes include lamprophyre, microdiorite, leuco
microdiorite, andesite, hornblende dolerite, kersantite, spessartite, camp
tonite and possibly appinite.

The mineral facies classification and terminology used is that of
FYFE, TURNER and VERHOOGEN (1958).
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II. FIELD RELATIONS

(a) General features

The dykes described occur throughout the Ilordleq area but as im
portant features of their field relationships are best seen on clean coastal
exposures, the folIowing account deals mainly with dykes occurring in
the northern part of Ilordleq, shown in fig. 1, where about 120 dykes
were found. Few of the dykes have been traced for more than 50 m
inland but this was due to lack of time and exposure rather than imper
sistence of the dykes. However, several dykes wedged out even in the
short distance for which they were followed and this together with the
irregularities described below suggests that individual dykes are not
likely to persist over great distances. The strike of the dykes is variable,
the two dominant directions being NW and NE; only few of the dykes
are vertical, most having hades of 15-30° (see fig. 1).

The most important conc1usions regarding the origin of the dykes
are based on field evidence; much of this evidence is best demonstrated
by illustrations of the dykes shown in figs. 2-17.

In the early stages of the field work in Ilordleq and other parts of
South Greenland, some late-kinematic dykes were confused with meta
basaltic dykes such as the second period dykes of Ilordleq. The impor
tance of the distinction for chronological purposes has been referred to
in Pt. I which contains a description of the metabasalts and a summary
of the criteria by which the dyke suites have been distinguished.

(b) Features of individual dykes

(i) Outcrop patterns

A characteristic feature of the suite is the irregular shape of many
individual dykes, resulting from an abundance of apophyses and by
apparent faulting, or off-setting, of dykes along planes oblique or trans
verse to the strike directions of the dykes (figs. 2, 3, 4).

An off-set pattern or 'en bayonet' arrangement of parts of individual
dykes does not of itself require unusual conditions of emplacement. Ap
parent off-sets are common in basaltic dykes of typical cratogenic suites,
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Fig. Il. Typc-B dykc sIlOwing extrerne llTeglllaJ>ity with only slight deOection: of
cou ntI'Y J'ock f'oliaLion.

sueh as LhaL of Lhe BriLi, h Tertiary vo\eanie provin e (HARKEn, L904),
and the writer has soon oxamples in the Gardar doler'ite of SouLh Green
land. In the late-plutonie dykes of llordleq it is the association of everal
other features with the apophyses and orT-sets whieh make these latter
deserving af particular attention.

In the basaltic dyko described by HARKEH (op. cit.) and Lhe Gardar
dykes of Greenland, the ofI-set outCI'OP pattern ean be accounted for
withouL supposing lateral displaeemenL of the country rock along the
line of oIT-set, either bofore, during Ol' after dyke emplacernenL. This is
not so in several examples seen in llordleq, where relation' between
ofI-sets, foliation and textural inhomogeneitics in the dykes, and shear
zones in the country rock, show that tran vel' e faulting of tho dykes
took placo at approximately the same time as dyke emplacement.

Figure 5 shows a shear zone in tho country rock granite along the
line of olI-set of a dyke. Welding of the fracture and deag of the earlier
granite foliation both sllggesL Lhat at the time tho movemen-LLook place,
conditions were such as to allow some recrysLal1isaLion of the granite,
and to enable the granite to deform plastically to some degr·ee. Figure
2(f) shows an oIT-set dyke in which displacement in the country rock
is shown by a shear zone along which an apophysi of the dyke has
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Fig. 5. hear zone with defiected foliation in granite country rock, in line with
oIT-set sll'lIclul'e in d'yke (lop lefl). Slight displacement or d'yke mar'gin immedialel'y
lo lefl or hammer head i. aligned wilh smal1 qllal't7. filled shear' in country rock

granile.

penetrated. In many cases apophyses of on-set dykes continue across
the line af oIT-set, without being displaced a would have been the case
had the ofT- et po t-dated consolidaLion of the dyke.

The above examples show that in some cases at least, offsetting of
dykes is due to transverse fault movements, that these movements did
not take place after consolidalion of the dykes, and that the granite
was not cold and brittle at the time of faulting. Many dykes showing
oIT-sets do not have shears in the country rock granite corresponding
to the oIT-set of the dyke. This may be due to completc healing by re
crystallisation af the fracture in the granitc, and the Jack of drag of granite
foliation could be due to Lhe facL that the line of oIT-set in mo t dykes
is parallel to thc foliation in the surrounding granite (sce figs. 6, 7, 8).
It is likely, however, that in same cases no fauIt movement has occurred
and that the oIT-set is due to the original irregularity of the dyke fissure
(flg. 2 (b)); this is most Jikcly in cases where irregularities can be matched
acI'OSS a dyke (fig. 10) Ol' whel'c both ends of the dykc do not abuU
againsL Lhe line af oIT-seL, but are joined by a transver e septum of
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Fig. 6. Type·A dyke showing primary nature of irregularilies, marked lexlural
inhomogeneity, and blended zone in country rock immedialely adjacent to dyke

margins.

Fig. 7. Late·kinematic dykes cutting migmatilic Sanerutian hornblende granite.
185 2
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Fig. 8. Multiple type-A dyke, 'lwwing texlur'a! inhomogeneily duc to filter-pressing.
Sequence of events in this dyke appears lo be (i) inlrusion and rystallisation with
ou t fil lCI' pressing, followed by olT-sel (ii) inlrusion of continuous central portion
forming eptu m belween parts . epamled by olT-set, with deformation and f1ller-

prcssing during crystallisation.

dyke material (fig. 2(e)). Even in Lhese cases the transverse scpta may
po 'L-daLe the faulting with thc main part af Lhe dyke pre-dating the
movement (see fig. 8) as in the case af apophyses which are not displaced
along faulted oIT-sets.

Having shawn that the irregularity af tho dykes is not a late super
posed feaLure il:. is necessary to detcrmino whether Lhe irregular fracture
pattern could pre-date the dykes and therefore possibly be largely the
result af for es unrelated to those operating when Lhe dyke were em
p!aced. That this is not so ean bo shawn by reference to the fo!iation and
textural features describod bolow.

part from apophyses and oIT-set , the margins af many dyke' are
also irregular on a smaller scale and rapid ehanges in thiekne , and
plitting and thinning out al'e frequenL. Such features are af course found

in many normal do!erite dyke , but the frequency with which they oc
eur in the late-plutonie dykos contrasts strongly with tho common reg
ularity af mali dolerite dykes, a typieal example af which is shawn in
fig. 9. The Gardar dykc i11u trated is imilar in . ize to the lato-plutonic
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Fig. 9. Gal'dal' dolcl'ile dyke showin rr regulal'ity and jointing typical of the cratogenic
Gal'dal' elyke uite in Ilordleq.

dyke and is emplaced in the same coun~ry rock granite in a NW part
af Ilordleq.

ot all the dykes under discussion show the features dcscribed
above and some are found with the I'egular' margins and outcrop patterns
of typical minor hypabyssal intrusion (figs. 10, 11). No sharp distinc
tion ean be drawn between the irregular and regular dykes as all gmda
tions between the two extremes are found. The degree of irregularity is
closely correlated with other distinctive features:-

(1) the foliation within the dykes is most strongly developed in the most
irregular dykes, \\'hile in the most regular dykes no foliation is evi
dent in the fjeld.

(2) Textural inhomogeneities are characteristic of the irreglllar dyke .
Dykes of reglllar form are even-textured. "Vithin anc dyke, greater
textural inhomogeneity is found in the more irregular parts of the
dyke.

(3) \ here intersections are found, the earlier dyke i always the more
irregular, and has more marked foliation and textural inhomogeneity.

It is convenient to refer ~o dykes silOwing extreme irreO'ularity and
other a sociated features as type-A dykes, those showing the greatest
reglllarity as type-C dykes, and the many dykes transitional be~ween

2*
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Fig. 10. Homogencous type-C dykes. Matching margins of right hand dykc show
little Ol' no displacement along dyke flssure.

Fig. 11. arrow Lype-B dyke wiLh di placement of country
rock strucLures.
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Fig. 12. Dyke with well developed -foliation indicating dextral di, plaeement, and
mafle aggregates in felspathie gron nd mass. Some veining of grou ndmass by leueoeratie

material.

the two extremes as type-B dykes. There is continuous gradation be
tween type-A and type-C dykcs in respecL of nearly all the features
mentioned but type-A dykes are sharply distinguished from other dykes
on the basis of important textural features.

(ii) Foliation and textural features in the dykes

A strong foliation is a feature of many of the dykes and is of im
portance in determining the conditions of emplaccment. The dykes con
sist mainly af hornblende and plagioclase. The foliation is expressed in
two ways: (i) as orientation of individual amphiboles, which owing to
the Dne grain size of most dyke aften cannot be seen in handspecimen;
(ii) as an alignment af textural inhomogeneiLies and therefore faund
only in . - and B-type dykes.

Textural inhomogeneity in the dykes is an expression of the con
centration in varying degree of mane material, whieh is shown in the
following two ways.
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Fig. 13. Type-B dyke with crude direcliona! sl['uclure defined by hapes and orien
tation ol mafie aggregate . Distribution ol mafie aggregales wilh concentration in
one central zone is a more simple arrangement lilan lhal found in many dykes.

(i) ggregates of amphibole, up to 1.5 em in 'ize in a homogeneou
groundrnass, tIle aggregates being distributed inhomogeneously through
out the dyke but with an ordered arrangement ('ee (lgs. 12, 13, 14).
Dykes showing only this type of inhornogeneity are type-B dykes.
(il) Larger mane aggregates up to 20 em in size whieh are veined by the
more leueoeratic groundmass material, the distribution of dark and
liO'ht components within the dyke showing no ordered arrangement
(figs. 2d, 6, 8, 15). On1y dykcs showing some af thi type of inhomoge
neity are c1assified as type-A dvke', man) of whieh are imilar in some
respeets to net-veined bodie (WACER and BAlLE y 1953; \:Vn\DLEY

196 ).
Poliation is expre sed rnainly in the directional features of the

first type of inhomogeneity a1though erude directional pattern . ean be
seen with the second type. The amphibole aggregate are usually 2-10
mm in length, eHip aidal in shape with long and intermediate axe
parallel to the groundrnass foliation and the intennediatc axis parallel
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Fig. 1/.. Diagrammati sketelte of tllree typc-B dyke illu-trating variation in botlt
size and distribution of amphibole ag"I'egalc .

to the dyke margins. The aggregated amphiboles are larger than those
in the gr'oundmass and unlike these show no preferred orientation. The
elongation of the aggregate shows up clearly in the field (see fig. 'l2),
but is usually on too large a scale Lo be a dominant feature in thin sec
tions whcre tbe groundma foliation is rnor'e evident.

The net-veining type of inhomogeneity is often found only alona
short lengths of type-A dyke , the remainder of the dyke showing fea
tures typical of the type-B dykes; in some cases, the veining occurs only,
Ol' more intensely, ,:vhere dykes terminate (fig. 2d) Ol' aJjacent Lo places
where transversc oIT-set movements have displaced the dyke (flg.2e).
Apophyses crossing the lines of displacement in uch instances, together
wiLh apophy es which in some ca e consist entircly of the leucocratic
component, show that these lar'ge scale inhomogeneities are feature
which originated before consolidation of the dykes. The distr'ibution
and petrographic features of Lhe smaller aggregates (see page 39) provide
conelusive evidence that thesc toa originaLed before consolidation al
though the ellipsoiJul shapes are due to late!' rnodiricaLion in the period
immediately following con olidation.

The conc1usions regarding the prirnary ol'igin of both types of in
homogeneity are confil'med in those instances whel'e they are intersected
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Fig. 15. Exlreme texlural inhomogeneily in Lype-A dyke with erude direclional
slructul'e oblique to dyke margins.

by Jater dykes of the same suite. OWUlg to the limited range of strike
direetions of the dykes, interseetions are rare but the four interseetions
found (see fig . 2a, 17b) are nevertheless of great value in eonfirming
the times of origin of inhomogeneities and foliation derived from other
Jines of evidenee. Details of the textural inhomogeneities are given in
seetion III.

The field evidenee strongly suggesLs that the leueoeratic eomponent
of type-A dykes was present as a liquid phase when the large mafie
aggregates were crystalline. Jf evidence from type-A dykes alone was
available a process of composite intrusion, hybridisation, Ol' mixing of
magmas similar to that proposcd by READ (1925, 1931) for the A'Chuine
hybrids would perhaps seem adequate to account for some of the tex
tural features, but the as ociation with type-B and type-C dykes and the
limited extent of veining features in some type-A dyke , suggest that the
inhomogeneities are due to the diJTerentiation of an originaily homoge
neous maO'ma rather than the incomplete mixing together of originally
separate eomponents. The struetural features of the dykes strongly sug-
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Fig. 16. Type-B dyke ,·vith fel par phenocrysts, and felspathic vein outlining S
foliation.

gest that this separation was ef1ected by difTerential movements of the
wall-rocks, and the process exactly the same as that aptly described by
BOWE (1928) as differentiation by deformation, and now more widely
known as fllter-pressing.

(iH) Orientation of foliation

The foliation in these dykes typically has a sigmoid pattern, being
oblique to the strike of the dyke in the centre and becoming asymptotic
towards the margins (figs. 2, 3, 12, 16). This pattern of foliation appears
to be an indication of lateral movement along the dyke fis ures and where
suitable structures are found in the country rocks, displacement ean
often be seen to have occurred and in the direction expecLed from the
foliation pattern , i. e. S-shaped foliation with dextral displacement and
Z-shaped with sinistral displacement. With fcw exceptions (see page 31)
~W dykes have dextral displacement patterns, while -E dykes show
indication of sinistral movement. Both sigmoid foliation and evidence
for lateral movement are most often found in t 'pe- dykes but there
is cvidently no regular relationship between intensity of foliation and
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Fig. 17. (al Type-A dyke showing primary irrcguJarities and deflcction of foJiaLion immediately adjacenL to country rock consistent
wiLh slight displacement of dark band in country rock granite. Foliation and tcxtural inhomogcneity not shown. (b) Type-C dyke
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movement, Jater structure to sinistraJ clisplacement af wall ('oeks.
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amount of lateral movement. Some dykes with intense foliation and a
high degree of textural inhomogeneity showevidence of littIe or no
lateral movement, and the maximum displacement of 5 m was along a
dyke with relatively weak foliation. A lateral movement of 1-2 m was
found in several cases. In vertical transverse sections through dykes the
foliation is in all cases parallel to the margins and no indication was
found of vertical displacement along a dyke fissure. In irregular dykes
the foliation pattern is a subdued reflection of the irregularities and
foliation is found along even the narrowest apophyses, but rarely is it
sharply cut off at off-sets (fig. 3d).

In a few dykes the foliation pattern is clearly affected by off-set
movements. In such cases (see fig. 3b) there is no indication that the
off-set movements took place before consolidation of the dyke. On the
other hand the conformity of the foliation with the pattern of displace
ment, and the absence of cataclastic effects show that the movement
was paracrystalline with respect to that crystallisation of the dyke
during which the foliation was formed. Intersection of dyke foliation
by later dykes of the same swarm again affords the clearest evidence
that the foliation was penecontemporaneous with the intrusion and
consolidation of the dykes, rather than the result of later movements
unconnected with the dyke emplacement (see figs.2a and 17b). The
more precise timing andorigin of the foliation is discussed in section III.

In one case two foliations were found within one dyke, the develop
ment of the second foliation giving rise to folding of the earlier. In this
NW dyke (fig. 17 c) the first foliation is in the usual direction with an
Spattern indicating dextral displacement, whereas the later oblique
foliation is in the direction found otherwise only in NE dykes. The origin
of the later foliation is discussed in section VI but it may be noted here
that the folds associated with the second foliation are paracrystalline.

Conelusive evidence that the foliation in the dykes is associated
with deformational movement rather than other causes is found in a
B-type dyke on the west coast of Ikerasarqap nuna. In this dyke a nar
row strip of wall rock is found as a xenolith a few cm from the dyke
margin and aligned parallel to it. The strike of the xenolith is thus ob
lique to the foliation in the dyke and the xenolith is folded on a small
scale by folds with axial planes parallel to the foliation (see fig.3a).
This situation is similar to that of the dyke in which the earlier foliation
is corrugated by folds with axial planes parallel to aseeond oblique
foliation. It is clear that the directional structures in the dykes cannot be
the result of static crystallisation or recrystallisation, or due to any
form of magmatic flow.
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Flg. 18. Margin of typc-B dyke showing brittle fractures of country rock invaded
by dyke apophyses, and detachment of fragments of country rock (upper left)

forming angular xenoliths.

(iv) Xenoliths in the dykes

A common feature of the dykes is the frequent occurrence of xeno
liths of country rock. Although difficult to define quantitatively this
feature is especially evident in the field because of the occurrence of
many other dykes of similar size, both the earlier second period meta
morphosed dykes and the later Gardar dolerites, which contain com
paratively few xenoliths. In many cases it is evident from the shape
of the xenoliths that they are derived from the immediately adjacent
wall rocks (fig. 18). In other cases where this is not so the xenoliths are
of similar rock type to that of the wall rock and angular in shape, and are
unlikely to have been moved very far.

In only one case have rounded xenohths of various rock types been
seen; these are in the microdiorite dyke of Sanerutip ima which has other
distinctive features and is describcd below.

(v) Border zones of the dykes

In spite of the displacementswhich have taken place along dyke
fissures there is no evidence in any dyke of slip along the contact be-
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tween dyke and country rock; all post consolidation movement has been
accommodated by internal deformation within the dykes. The invariable
welding together of dyke and country rock is a further feature distin
guishing these dykes from many dykes emplaced under cratogenic con
ditions, as is the lack of j ointing which is usual in the Gardar dolerites
of Ilordleq and similar rocks elsewhere.

A small but possibly important feature of some dykes, seen mostly
in type-B dykes, is a marginal zone of amphibole usually only 2 mm
wide or less, which separates the main body of a dyke from its country
rock (see Plate 2c). It is possibIe that this narrow zone represents the
accretionary crystallisation of the dyke, which took place when magma
was flowing through the fissure. Accretionary margins are thought by
the writer to be common features of many dolerite dykes, especiaIly
those which have acted as feeder dykes. The mineral composition of the
accretionary zones shows which mineral phases were crystallising to
gether at a particular temperature. If this is so these mafic margins show
that crystallisation of plagioclase in the dykes was relatively late. The
formation of accretionary zones and their significance will be discussed
in alater communication.

(vi) Relative ages of features described

Evidence regarding age of individual features may be summarised
as follows:

(1) Irregularity of dyke fissures is due neither to post-dyke disruption
nor wholly to existence of irregular pre-dyke fissures. Irregularity
of fissures is due, at least in part, to movements contemporaneous
with intrusion of dyke magma.

(2) Foliation is due to the same movements as those responsibIe for
lateral displacements of wall rocks, and originated immediately after
consolidation of the dykes (see page 27).

(3) Textural inhomogeneities are contemporaneous with or earlier than
foliation.

(4) Movements outlasted the period of intrusion of type-A dykes and
probably began before intrusion of these dykes.

(5) Type-C dykes were emplaced after cessation of movements.

(6) Absence of cataclastic features in dykes shows that movements did
not outlast crystallisation or recrystallisation of type-A and -B dykes
(see also section III).



Fig. 19. Schemalic str'uctural synthcsis and inLerpretation of collcctive and individual feature of 1lord leq dykes, showing relationship
Lo earlier structurcs in cou nLry rock I and rclalionship of sll'es· pattern during dyke emplacement to strrss patLertl during immcdiately

preceding epi ode of flow deformation. True angular relalionships not shown.
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(C) Col1ective features

(i) Distribution and orientation

Swarms of parallel dykes occur, each swarm inc1uding represent
atives of the three dyke types distinguished. The distribution of dykes
is shown in fig. 2 together with the orientation of each dyke. The majority
of dykes strike into the NW quadrant and these dykes have other features
in common which distinguish them from the NE dykes. Oblique foliation
in NW dykes indicates a dextral lateral movement along the dyke fis
sures and in several cases this is confirmed by displacement of structures
in the wall rocks. In addition, transverse off-sets oblique to the strike of
these dykes most often show a sinistral pattern, although a dextral
pattern is not uncommon and both may be found within the same dyke
(fig. 6).

NE dykes have oblique foliation indicating sinistral movement
along the dyke fissures and a mainly dextral off-set pattern. Although
the number of NE dykes is not large the observations are sufficiently
consistent to require explanation. Three dykes have been found which
do not conform in respect of foliation pattern. Two NE dykes, one on
Såtukujoq and the other on the coast of Natsit iluat, have S instead of
Z foliation patterns. The third case is the dyke previously referred to
in which there are two foliations. The amount and direction of dip of
the dykes conforms to a fairly regular pattern and the attitude of all
dykes is best represented on a stereogram (fig. 1). The strike directions
of dykes are not sufficiently separated for the recognition of two groups
on the basis of strike directions alone, but two distinct groups are defined
when directions of displacement are considered in conjunction with strike
directions. The above relationships are shown diagrammatieally in fig.
19. No intersection between NE and NW dykes has been found in
Ilordleq.

(ii) Relative ages

Evidence for the position of these dykes in the plutonic history of
the Ilordleq area has been given in Pt. I. This shows the dykes to have
been emplaced after the magmatisation and main deformation of the
country rocks due to the Sanerutian plutonic episode and before the
unmetamorphosed dolerite dykes of Gardar age. In two cases dykes
are cut by undeforrned pegmatites similar to those emplaced in the
closing stages of Sanerutian plutonism and pre-dating the late-kinematic
dykes.
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Fig. 20. Flat-lying lype·B dykes (see also fig.2c) with central concenlration of
mafic aggrcgatcs and bleached zones in country rocks immcdiatcly adjacent lo dyke

margin 0.

(d) Features of the country rocks

(i) Deflection of foliation

The regional foliation in the granite country rocks is oblique to the
strike of the dykes ( ee fig. 19) and in most cases is unalTected by the
intrusion of the dykes. Bordering several dykes however, a marked
swing in the country rock foliation occurs within a zone 5-10 cm in
width on either side of the dykes. This drag elfect brings the granitc
foliation into continuity with the foliation in the marginal parts of the
dyke (flgs. 17 a, 19) and further confirms the existence and sense of
movement of transcurrent displacements of the wall rocks. o defiection
af bedding and faliation has been seen adjacent to dykes cutting supra
crustal rocks.

(ii) Alteration adjacent to dykes

In the field most dykes show no signs af cantact metamorphism of
the adjacent country rock. Tilis is not unusual ,'lith dykes af thi ize
or indeed with much larger dykes when emplaced in crystalline country
rocks. The reddened oxidation zones which are aften seen bordering
dolerite dykes where these are found cutting granite country rocks, in
Ilordleq and elsewhere, are not found bordering Lhe late-kincmatic
dykes. In thin section however a narrow zone of recrystallisation has
been found in the f7ranite imrnediately adjacent to a dyke which has no
macrascopic contact efTects; this is described on page 45. No other con-
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tact of this type has been examined microscopically. Marked contact
eITects were however evident in the field bordering several type-A and
occasional type-B dykes. This is seen as a marked bleached zone, not
more than 3 cm wide, in the granite immediately adjacent to the dykes
and similar in appearance to adinoles (figs. 6, 20). These are zones of
potash metasomatism and thus represent a fenitisation of the granite
adjacent to the dykes (see page 46). These bleached zones have not been
seen in supracrustal rocks.

(iH) Shear zones in the country rocks

Some indication of the physical state of the country rocks at the
time of dyke emplacement is given by the shear zones associated with
oblique fauIt movements which produce oIT-set patterns in the dykes.
Such obvious shear zones are comparatively rare however and in some
dykes in which the foliation pattern indicates transcurrent displace
ment transverse to the dyke, no shear zones are evident in the granite
along the lines of displacement. As a high proportion of the transverse
fault lines are parallel to the pre-dyke granite foliation it is probable
that the fractures have been healed sufficiently for them to be unrec
ognisable. Those shear zones which are evident can be seen only because
the granite foliation has been disturbed by shear movements oblique
to it. Microscopically the granite in the shear zones is very similar to
that outside (see page 46), and it is apparent that although the granite
was capable of brittIe fracture to allow intrusion of the dykes (see fig.
18) the evidence of shear zones and deflection of the foliation adjacent
to some dykes that it was at the same time capable of plastic deforma
tion, and recrystallisation. These conc1usions are in no way contradictory.
Over a fairly wide range of conditions, certainly inc1uding those of the
lower and middle grades of regional metamorphism, the deformation
characteristics of granite and other rocks are likely to vary considerably
with differing rates of strain.

Shear zones similar to those associated with dyke oIT-sets are found
cutting the granitic rocks of the area; these shear zones dip at low
angles to the NNW and although their chronological position has not
been established beyond all doubt, they are thought to be penecontem
poraneous with the dykes. Several of the shear zones show bleaching of
the country rock immediately adjacent to the displacement surfaces, along
which veins of amphibole occur (fig. 23).

(e) Xenolithic microdiorite

This occurs as a 1.5 m dyke which is discontinuously exposed over
a distance of 15 m. The strike is NNW and the microdiorite cuts a

185 3
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Fig.21. Margin of xenolit1uc microdiorite 5110wing alignmenL of xenoliths parallel
to structurcs in country rock, and normal Lo dyke margin.

Lype-C dyke. The diarite is af particuJar interesL as iL is the anly member
af the uite which cantains rounded xenoliths, and also because it is
the most leucocratic member of the suite and very similar in appearance
and composition to the leucocratic component of the filLer-pressed type-A
dykes.

The microdiorite itself is a fine to medium grained grey homoge
neous rock but containing about 35% of xenoliths which vary in size
from a maximum of 25 cm down to a few mm. The larger fragments
have irregular shapes but with corners rounded ofr and most of the
smaller ones are well rounded. A strange feature of the dyke is the
alignment of xenoliths parallel to the foliation in the diorite which is
normal to the dyke margins (figs. 21, 22)-a feature unlike that in any
other dyke of the suite. The foliation in the diorite i parallel with that
in the country rock aranite which is normal to the dyke margins. The
exposed margin of the dyke show only small scale irregularities (fig. 21).

A small proporLion of the xenoliths are of granite identical with
that of country rock, and which are no les' rounded than Lhe other
xenoliths which con ist of vurious type af amphibalite. Both in the
field and under the microscope the amphibolite xenoliths re emble Lhe
variou rock types Lypical af type-C dykes and are therefore regarded
as cognate.
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Fig. 22. Central portion of xenoIithic microdiorite showing rounding and aIignment
of both cognate xenoliths (dark) and xenoliths of country rock granite (while).

(f) Summary of conclusions to be drawn
from field relationships

Many of the dykes were emplaced in active shear zones along which
intermittent movement took place at about the same time as the dykes
were emplaced; as aresult xenoliths are relatively ab undant. The latest
dykes, type-C, show no evidence of movement a]ong the dyke fissure
and have no foliation. Type-B dykes have been deformed and foliated
by lateral displacement of the wall rocks after consolidation of the dykes.
The paracrystalline nature of the deformation indicates that these dykes
were able to reCl'ystallise after consolidation. Type-A dykes were de
formed also during the later stages af consolidation, resulting in a sep
aration of the remaining liquid from the crystallised materiaL The crys
talline component consists largely of mafic minerals; the separated liquid
crystallised to form a leucocratic felspar-rich component.

The microdiorite with rounded xeno]iths contains fragments of both
country rock and cognate inclusions, but is otherwise similar to the leu

3*
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Fig. 23. Hornblcndic shear zones cut and displaced by fiat-lyjng quartz vein.

cocratic component of the type-A dykes which was sepal'ated by filter
pressing during consolidation.

At the time of emplacement of the dykes the country rock granite
was still capable of plastic deformation and recrystallisation, and was
evidently at an elcvated temperature. Pegmatite formation continued
after intrusion of the dykes.



III. MICROSCOPIC FEATURES

In this section a general description of the microscopic characters
of the main dyke types is given, together with the conclusions which
have been drawn regarding the crystallisation history and mineral facies
of consolidation of the dykes.

(a) Descriptions
(i) Type-C dykes

The macroscopic homogeneity of these dykes is reflected in their
microscopic characters, and they approach a state of textural equilib
rium more closely than either A- or B-type dykes. Absence of foliation
and the occurrence of some acicular hornblendes are the only important
features which would distinguish these rocks from originally basaltic
rocks metamorphosed and completely recrystallised in the almandine
amphibolite facies. The dykes are fine grained and chilled margins have
not been seen in the field.

Hornblende, andesine, biotite, epidote and sphene are invariably
present and in relatively constant proportions. Opaque ore minerals
occur only rarelyand are then rimmed by sphene. Andesine comprises
45-50 % of the rocks and is accompanied by hornblende 30-350/0, biotite
100/0, epidote 5-100/0, and small amounts of sphene and traces of apatite.

A small proportion of the hornblende occurs as acicular prisms
usually 2-3 mm in length and with centres darkened by dusty inclu-

- sions of sphene. Strongly corroded borders are usual and together with
rare examples of bent or broken crystals suggest that these acicular
hornblendes were present as phenocrysts in the magmatic stage. Biotite
is found along fractures in these crystals and a few examples of brown
colour further distinguish these from the groundmass hornblendes. Brown
phenocrysts contain no granules of sphene and are probably kaersutite.
The remainder of the hornblende occurs as short subhedral prisms with
out preferred orientation, only few of which have dark cores with sphene.
These crystals are evenly distributed and together with the plagioclase
form the granoblastic groundmass texture which is characteristic of the
type-C dykes. The usual grain size is 0.5 mm.
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Plagioclase occurs in irregular anhedral or subhedral prisms closely
interlocking with hornblende, and frequently untwinned. Normal zoning
from An45-An35 is common, especiaIly in twinned crystals; unzoned
crystals are Anas but both zoned and unzoned crystals occasionally
have rims of albite. Rare plagioclases of similar size and form to th&
acicular hornblendes are found in only a few dykes, and these too are
sometimes broken and contain biotite along fractures. The large plagio
clases are zoned An60-An35 and are usually sericitised. Anhedral crystals
of epidote are more frequent than the occasional subhedral grains,
neither exceeding 0.2 mm in size. Both epidote and sphene are evenly
distributed, the latter occasionally forming euhedral wedge shaped crys
tals; in this respect these dykes differ from typical metabasalts in which
epidote is found together with plagioclase and sphene with hornblende.
Subhedral flakes of biotite rarely exceed 0.2 mm in size and show cross
cutting relationships only where they occur along fractures in large horn
blendes and plagioclases. In none of the type-C dykes is evidence found
of retrograde autometamorphic change.

A feature of about haIf the type-C dykes found is the presence of
ocelli, 1-3 mm in diameter, fairly widely spaced and containing variable
mineral assemblages distinct from those of the host rocks: the commonest
minerals in the ocelli are calcite, epidote and analcite, with occasional
prehnite. These ocelli are interpreted as amygdales, and their absence
from other than type-C dykes is most likely aresult of the post-con
solidation deformation and recrystallisation in the type-A and -B dykes.

About six dykes were found which although classified as type-C
dykes have some important distinguishing features, and are referred to
as leucocratic type-C dykes. The field relations of these dykes are iden
tical with those of the other type-C dykes, but they are readily distin
guished in the field by the prismatic habit of the amphiboles (see plate
3a) and a pinkish tinge due to the presence of up to 10% microcline. The
amphiboles are similar to the prismatic amphiboles occurring infre
quently in other type-C dykes but almost invariably show fracturing
and resorption. The proportion of felspar at 65-75% is higher than in
other dykes of the suite with the exception of the xenolithic microdiorite.
No dykes have been found in Ilordleq which are intermediate between
the two varieties of type-C dyke, but their several common features
suggest that transitional types may be expected to occur elsewhere.

(ii) Type-B dykes

These dykes consist of amphibole aggregates in a fine grained ground
mass. The groundmass is similar mineralogicaIly to the type-C dykes
described and in many dykes has achieved a similar degree of textural
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equilibrium. The size, distribution and amount of amphibole aggregates
varies considerably from those dykes with numerous large aggregates
grading towards type-A dykes, to those with fewer and smaller aggre
gates which grade towards type-C dykes. The dykes thus show an al
most complete textural gradation from A to C which correlates well
with other differences such as irregularity of outcrop, degree of foliation
and relative ages. The gradation is incomplete insofar as type-A dykes
are defined as those showing evidence of physical separation of aggre
gates and groundmass.

The distribution of aggregates in type-B dykes, although varying
from one dyke to another, conforms to a regular pattern within individual
dykes. Variation in size and amount of aggregates varies with distance
from the dyke margin resulting in an often well-defined banding parallel
to the margin (figs. 13, 14). Such banding is symmetrically disposed about
the centres of the dykes forming a pattern similar in some respects to
that characteristic of multiple intrusion. The gradational nature of the
changes and lack of internal contacts suggest that a more gradual pro
cess is responsible. Some dykes have aggregates all of similar size evenly
distributed, and a common simple pattern is shown in dykes which
contain only few small aggregates on the margins, the aggregates in
creasing in size and number towards the centre. Another common pat
tern is that shown by dykes in which aggregate-free marginal zones pass
into aggregate rich zones which in turn pass into a central zone free of
aggregates. Mafic aggregates are found in the marginal parts of some
dykes but several of the type-B dykes have fine-grained margins which
differ only in grain size from the groundmass of the rest of the dykes.
In a large number of dykes a thin layer of amphibole, about 1-2 mm
in width separates normal dyke material from country rock (Plate 2c).

A common type of amphibole aggregate consists mainly of several
large hornblendes; individual hornblendes rarely exceed 1 mm in size
regardless of the size of aggregate. Smaller aggregates may contain only
one or two of these hornblendes (Plate 1a) but many more are found
in larger aggregates which in type-B dykes range up to 1.5 cm in size
(Plate 2a). The aggregates in these dykes do not often exceed about
50% of the dyke as a whole but in parts of dykes the proportion may
reach 80 0J0. The origin of the aggregates is indicated by the features
shown by the large hornblendes within them. In many cases these horn
blendes contain aggregate cores of unoriented fibrous amphibole. The
outer margins of the large crystals although irregular on a small scale
show subhedral six sided outlines in some cases. Disseminated granules
of sphene are concentrated in zones surrounding the fibrous cores but
are not found in either the fibrous amphiboles or the margins of the
surrounding crystal. The fibrous cores to these hornblendes have all the
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characteristics of uralite and individual fibrous crystals are of tremolite
(fig. 24c and d). This often repeated texture suggests that early pyrox
enes were mantled with hornblende during an early, probably magmatic,
stage of evolution of these rocks, the mantling hornblende now appearing
as the large hornblendes in the aggregates, the pyroxenes surviving for
some time as armoured relics before becoming uralitised. The alteration
of the pyroxene may have taken place after consolidation of the dykes
but the exact stage at which it took place is not important, whereas it
is important to establish that the rimming amphibole is not itself pseu
domorphous after pyroxene and that it does in fact date from the mag
matic stage. Uralisation of pyroxene in metabasalts produces a texture
dif!erent to that described above and all the uralitic amphibole is of the
fibrous type. Extension of the amphibole beyond the confines of the
original pyroxene does in some metabosalts produce a narrow rim of
optically continuous amphibole surrounding the uralite but to the
writer's knowledge these rims are not usual, and are always narrow in
relation to the size of the fibrous uralite mass. Hornblendes similar to
those found in type-B dyke aggregates are found however in appinitic
rocks where there is clear evidence of hornblende rimming pyroxene
during the magmatic stage, the pyroxene later being uralitised. Figure
24b shows a large amphibole from an appinitic diorite adjacent to the
Ardara granite diapir, Ireland, enclosing a rounded pyroxene. In another
amphibole from the same rock, figure 24a, the original enclosed pyroxene
has been uralitised. On this evidence alone a primary origin for the
large hornblendes in the type-B dykes seems likely. The figured amphi
boles from Ardara are phenocrysts, often euhedral, brown in colour
(kaersutite) with outer zones of green hornblende. In some of the large
hornblendes in type-B dykes, and more commonly in type-A dykes,
uralitic cores are either very small or absent; in the latter case the
concentrations of sphene granules extends throughout the central parts
of the crystals although, as in other cases, they are absent from the
margins.

The large hornblendes described do not contribute to the elliptical
shapes of the aggregates in which they occur: these are defined by mas
ses of finer grained amphibole which surround and smooth of! the ir
regularly shaped aggregates of larger crystals (fig. 25). The smaller crys
tals intersect the boundaries of large amphiboles when they are adjacent,
and appear to replace them marginally. Large amphiboles occurring
singly and not surrounded by smaller crystals are very rare. A few dykes
contain aggregates consisting entirely of a fibrous matt of the small
amphiboles, which presumably have completely replaced the larger
crystals originally forming the aggregate (fig. 26); in these cases the
elongation of the aggregates is more pronounced than usual. The smaller
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Fig. 24. (a) Brown amphibole with green margins enclosing uralitic core. (b) Brown
amphibole with green margins enclosing clinopyroxene. Both from hornblende
diorite in appinitic satellite to Ardara cliapiric gr'aniLe, Co. DonegaJ, Ireland, (c) and
(d) Green amphiboles wiLh fibrous uralitic cores from type-B dyke, lJordleq. Rim
ming amphiboles have abundant inclusions of granular sphene decreasing towards
margins. (c) Disrupted prismatie amphibole 'with brown core. Type-C dyke, Ilordlcq.

amphibolcs occurring in the aggregates form irregular laths 0.2 mm Ol'

less in size, and are somewhat larger than othenvise similar groundmass
amphiboles; they do not contain granular inclusions of sphene. Large
crystals of bright yellow epidote are found in many aggregates but their
occurrence appears to be capricious.

The groundmass of type-B dykes consists of plagioclase, hornblende,
and biotite in proportions 50; 35; 10, with smaller amounts of sphene,
epidote and a littIe apatite. Epidote may on occasion comprise 5-10%
of the groundmass. The plagioclase occurs as pellucid polygonal cquant
grains, which are rarely twinned. The composition of the plagioclase is
mostly in the range Anss-An40 but some oligoclase is found. Hornblende
and biotite have a marked preferred orientation parallel to the elonga
tion af the aggregates, but in few cases is this foliation deflected around
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the aggregates. The stable mineral assemblage at the time of the forma
tion of the paraerystalline foliation was hornblende-andesine-biotite
epidote-sphene.

The oeeurrenee of ovoids of intensely poikilitie scapolite has been
noted in the marginal zones of about four type-B dykes: these seapolites
appear to be syn-kinematic with respeet to the deformation produeing
the foliation.

(Hi) Type-A dykes

The appearanee in the field of the extreme textural inhomogeneity
whieh characterises these dykes has been described. The separation into
two eomponents, one ultramafie and the other dioritie, differs from that
in the type-B dykes in the folIowing two ways: (i) the mafie aggregates
in type-A dykes are larger and may reach 20 cm in size. Owing to this
difference in scale the type-A dykes may appear more homogeneous
in thin section than type-B dykes; (ii) veins of the leueoeratic compo
nent cut the mafie aggregates and provide conelusive evidenee of the
time relationship between minerals in the two eomponents.

Ultramafie eomponent: this comprises approximately 50-75 0J0 of
individual dykes and may eonsist entirely of mafie minerals or eontain
up to 20 % plagioclase. The aggregates in which felspar is absent are
most often the smaller ones, but felspar-free aggregates of 20 cm have
been found. These felspar-free aggregates are hornblendites eontaining
up to 15 oIo epidote and small amounts of sphene. Opaque ore is some
times present in small quantities. The aggregated amphiboles are stubby
anhedral prisms without preferred orientation and only rarely with signs
of eataclasis, notwithstanding the elongated form of the aggregates.
Individual hornblendes are of the same two types as those found in
aggregates of the type-B dykes. The larger hornblendes, rarely greater
than 2 mm in size, are usually zoned with darker green eores; the dark
inner zones eontain numerous small granules of sphene whieh serve to
increase the eolour eontrast of the zoning and have more regular outlines
than the outer margins of the erystals. Uralitie eores are mueh less eom
mon in hornblendes of type-A dykes than in those of type-B dykes. The
smaller hornblendes in the aggregates are similar to those in the aggre
gates of type-B dykes and similarly make up varying proportions of the
aggregates. The proportion of the large earlier hornblendes in the aggre
gates is in general mueh lower than in type-B dykes, and appears to
deerease with inereasing size of the aggregate. Apart from the minute
granules of sphene in the inner zones of the larger hornblendes, larger
anhedra of this mineral oeeur interstitially within the aggregates. When
felspar is found in the aggregates it is entirely enclosed by fibrous matts
of the smaller hornblendes. The felspar erystals are polygonal and un-
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Fig. 25. Amphibole aggregatc with single large hornblende, in groundma. of am
phibole (plain) and plagioclasc (black). Type-B dyke.

Fig. 26. Amphibole aggl'egaLe in gl'oundmass of amphibole (plain) and plagiocia e
(black). Type-B dyke.

zoned; o\ving to the absence of laJllelluI' twinnina the compo ltlOn has
not been accuratcly deter'mined buL is within the range oligoclase-unde
sine. IL is not lmown whethcr there is a syslematic variation in the
proportion of felspar within individnal aggreaates.
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Leucocratic component: this consists of about 70 % felspar with
biotite and hornblende comprising a further 20 % , and epidote and
sphene together about 100/0. The proportions are variable and the
figures given apply to the most leucocratic of the common types exam
ined. The felspar shows marked evidence of disequilibrium, occurring in
two generations the earlier of which is strongly zoned. The composition
of the cores of zoned crystals is variable and may be either calcic oligo
clase or andesine, while the rims are albite. The later felspars have
polygonal outlines which strongly contrast with the irregular prismatic
form of the earlier crystals which almost invariably show lamellar twin
ning. The composition of polygonal felspars is variable (see section on
autometamorphism) but none is more calcic than An40• The leucocratic
component of type-A dykes is usually foliated but less regularly than is
usual in type-B dykes. The veins of the leueoeratic eomponent which
transect the mafic aggregates is usually similar in all respeets to that
which surrounds them. Some narrow veins whieh cut the aggregates
eonsist either of epidote, or of epidote, albite and chlorite.

Important variations from features deseribed in the foregoing gen
eralised aceounts are described below.

(iv) Autometamorphic recrystallisation

In about haU the type-A and type-B dykes examined microscop
ically some chlorite is found; only in rare cases is it present in amounts
equal to or greater than the other mafic minerals. No ehlorite oecurs in
type-C dykes. In those dykes in whieh it oeeurs the ehlorite elearly re
plaees either biotite or amphibole and is most eommon either in the
leucocratie groundmass or on the margins of aggregates. Narrow bands
of ehlorite have however been seen within a large mafic aggregate in a
type-A dyke. The proportion of ehlorite to that of other mafie minerals
is extremely variable even within the eonfines of a single thin seetion.
This variability makes it difficult to make a quantitative assessment of
coneomitant changes, but where it is especially eoncentrated the chlorite
is accompanied by larger proportions of epidote. The only calcite found
in the dykes, apart from that found in amygdales, is also closely asso
ciated with ehlorite.

The formation of ehlorite evidently represents the produetion of a
retrogressive assemblage in the dykes. Recrystallisation to this assem
blage has taken place only locally within the dykes and quantitatively is
of littIe importance exeept in a few dykes. The chlorite nowhere is seen to
be later than the foliation, but as this eould possibly be due to mimetic
crystallisation there is no direct evidenee that the chlorite assemblage
dates from the time of dyke emplaeement. It is interpreted as an auto
metamorphic ehange (see page 49).
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(v) Feldspar phenocrysts

In two of the thin sections examined of type-B dykes are rare euhe
dral plagioclase phenocrysts. In the field two further dykes were seen
containing felspar phenocrysts concentrated towards the centres; in
other respects these dykes are type-B dykes with marked foliation (see
fig. 16) and some mafic aggregates. The plagioclases are typically igneous
with labradorite cores zoned to andesine margins and with lamellar
twinning; they are thus more calcic than any other felspars found in
the dykes and perhaps because of this are strongly sericitised. In view
of the evidently late crystallisation of felspar in the dykes the occurrence
of a clearly early magmatic felspar, albeit in small quantity and of re
stricted distribution, is difficult to account for. A possibIe explanation
is given on page 72.

(vi) Xenolithic microdiorite

The xenolithic fragments of amphibolite in the diorite are texturally
indistinguishable from type-C dykes and the only difference between
fragments is in the relative proportions of plagioclase and amphibole.
The diorite too has textural similarities with type-C dykes and the main
difference is in the higher proportion of plagioclase in the microdiorite
than in any type-C dyke, and the equal proportions of amphibole and
biotite. Amphibole and biotite together comprise 15-20% of the rock,
the remainder being plagioclase except for the small amounts of sphene
and epidote which are always present.

Two types of felspar occur, one of typically igneous aspect, with
lamellar twinning, subhedral outlines and usually zoned from about
An4S to An3S' The smaller anhedral, untwinned and unzoned plagioclases
intersect the regular outlines of and are later than the twinned felspar;
they are slightly more sodic than the marginal parts of the earlier felspar.
No preferred orientation of minerals is apparent in the thin sections
examined.

(vii) Alteration of country rocks adjacent to dykes

More than half the dykes show no macroscopic signs of contact
alteration of their wall rocks. Only one of these contacts has been ex
amined microscopically and in this example evidence of thermal altera
tion of the granitic country rock is confined a zone 1 mm in width in
which the granite has been recrystallised to form a fine grained equilib
rium mosaic with plagioclasejplagioclase triple junctions with 1200

angles (see VOLL, 1960). This slight contact effect is to be expected with
such small intrusions and indeed dykes of such size frequently show no
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contact effects at all when emplaced in country rocks of plutonic origin.
In contrast to these slight contact effects leucocratic zones, 0.5-3 cm in
width are found bordering several dykes (Plate 3b). Under the micro
scope this leucocratic zone is seen to consist almost entirely of microcline,
often in the form of large porphyroblasts up to 1 cm in size, accom
panied by small quantities of epidote and in one case a stellate aggregate
of actinolite. The plagioclase, biotite, hornblende and quartz which are
present in the unaltered granite are completely absent from this leuco
cratic zone. Extending for 2-3 times the width of the macroscopically
visible zone is a further zone in which plagioclase is strongly sericitised
and in which biotite is altered to chlorite. The total width of the zone
of contact alteration is thus up to nearly 10 cm. Insufficient material
is available to attempt a quantitative assessment of these marginal
zones of alteration but it is clear that metasomatie introduetion of
potash feIspar has taken place in the leucocratic zones.

The metasomatie zones are in some respects similar to adinoles but
chernically their formation has more in common with that of potash-rich
fenites. The alkaline composition of intrusive rocks bordered by fenites
leaves littIe room for doubt regarding the source of potash, but rocks
of the composition of the Ilordleq dykes are an unlikely source of potash.
It is thought that these zones of metasomatism and alteration do not
in faet represent the contact effects of the dykes" but were forrned on
either side of the fissures before intrusion of the dyke magma. This
suggestion is supported by the occurrence in the neighbouring area of
Alangorssuaq, of metasomatically altered areas of the country rock
granite which are associated with hot shears in the granite, and dykes
similar to those described in this account (see page 93). Although the
metasomatism on Alangorssuaq differs from that of Ilordleq in being
largelyasoda influx, it also involved desilication of the granite, and
was therefore described as 'syenitization' by HARRY and OEN (1964).
The syenitization is ascribed by HARRY and OEN to the migration along
shear zones of pneumatolytic fluids at high temperature (600-700°) and
pressure greater than 3000 bars.

(viii) Shear zones in country rocks

The petrographic features of the country rocks into which the
dykes were emplaced have been described in Part I (WATTERSON, 1965).
Of particular interest are the shear zones in the country rock granite
which were contemporaneous with dyke emplacement. The only specimen
collected was from the shear zone shown in fig. 27, the unaltered country
rock of which is the Sanerutian hornblende granite (op. cit.). Both the
shear zone and adjacent unaltered granite contain about 15% of dark
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Fig. 27. Quarlz veining along shear zone in country rock in line with dyke ofr-set
(not shown).

minerals, mostly amphibole and biotitc '..vith some sphene and epidote.
In the unaltered rock biotite and hornblende occur in equal amounts,
whereas the shear zone contains about three times as much biotite as
amphibole. The grain size of the unaltered and sheared rocks is similar
in respect of the quartz and felspar" but myrmekite is found only in
the shear zone. A noticeable difference between the two rocks is in the
smaller grain size of the dark minerals in the sheared zone, in which
both amphibole and biotite are usually less than 0.1 mm in size. This
fine grain size is not due to mechanical degradation as crystals of neither
amphibole nor biotite show signs of cataclasis, nor is any chlorite found.
Although the mineral assemblages in rocks of granitic composition are
of littie diagnostic value in mineral faeies classification, the presence of
stable biotite and hornblende in shear zones suggests that temperatures
within the metarnorphic range prevailed in the country rocks at the time
of dyke intrusion. The occurrenee of hornblendie shear zones (section
II d (iii)) is a further indication that at the time of intrusion of the
dykes thc-stable as emblages in the country rocks may have been of a
facies higher than that of lower greensehist faeies.

More substantial evidence than is at present available is needed
before firm eonc1usions ean be drawn regarding the conditions of the
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country rocks at the time of dyke intrusion, but in view of the possibIe
importance of such conclusions (see page 50) it is hoped that the neces
sary information will be obtained either in Greenland or from similar
rocks elsewhere.

(b) Conc1usions drawn from petrographic
features of the dykes

(i) Crystallisation history
The mafic aggregates which comprise up to 75% of type-A dykes

and smaller proportions of type-B dykes show that mafic minerals had
an extended period of crystallisation before the crystallisation of felspar,
which did not begin until about half the dyke magma had crystallised.
The most convincing physical evidence of this is shown in dykes in which
early formed minerals were separated from the remaining liquid by de
formational movements which gave rise to filter-pressing of the type-A
dykes. The occurrence of relatively large hornblendes in mafic aggregates,
especially in type-B dykes, is a further indication of the early crystallisa
tion of mafic minerals relative to plagioclase, but provides less conclusive
evidence because of the necessarily greater interpretive factor involved.

An important feature of the aggregates is the occurrence of horn
blendes containing uralitic cores, surrounded by zones containing gran
ules of sphene which are succeeded by clear outer zones. By analogy
with similar rocks (page 40) the cores of these crystals are thought to
represent the pyroxene which was stable only during the earliest stages
of crystallisation of the dyke magma. Succeeding zones crowded with
granules of sphene, together with the brown titanium-rich amphibole
(kaersutite) which survives in some type-C dykes, suggests that the zone
immediately surrounding the pyroxene originally crystallised as brown
titanium-rich amphibole from which sphene granules were exsolved
when this amphibole became unstable at a later stage in the crystallisa
tion. The outer clear zones of the large amphiboles are similar to the
small hornblendes which surround the aggregates and occur in the
groundmass, and the crystallisation of this amphibole is thought to
coincide with the direct precipitation from the magma of sphene, which
occurs interstitially in the amphibole aggregates. The acicular amphibole
phenocrysts in the type-C dykes have either brown cores or dark green
cores with abundant granules of sphene. No uralitic cores are found in
the amphiboles of type-C dykes and any pyroxene formed at an early
stage-of crystallisation has been entirely resorbed. The succession of
mafic phases precipitating from the magma appears to have been:

pyroxene -+ Ti-rich amphibole -+ hornblende + sphene. The con
clusions drawn regarding the decrease in titanium content of amphibole
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with decrease in temperature of crystallisation, are consistent with the
available chemical data relating Ti0 2 content to amphibole paragenesis
(LEAKE, 1965).

Biotite is not found in the mafic aggregates and first appeared at
about the same stage as plagioclase, or maybe somewhat later. During
consolidation of the last 40-50010 approximately of the dyke magma,
hornblende, biotite, plagioclase, sphene, epidote and apatite were crys
tallising together.

Recrystallisation has probably destroyed all traces of the original
magmatic textures in the fine-grained portions of foliated dykes, and
only in type-C dykes are original textures dominant.

(ii) Mineral facies of consolidation and autometamorphic
recrystallisation

Type-C dykes typically have equilibrium assemblages characteristic
of almandine amphibolite facies. Although there is evidence suggesting
that some amphibole is derived by alteration of a more titanium rich
amphibole, in none of the dykes is pyroxene preserved. The absence of
pyroxene in rocks of the composition of these dykes (table I) clearly
indicates that neither at the time of consolidation of the dykes nor
subsequently were conditions suitable for production of an assemblage
characteristic of either granulite or pyroxene hornfels facies. The dom
inant assemblage is hornblende-andesinejoligioclase-epidote-sphene-(bio
tite). The occurrence of sphene distinguishes this assemblage from that
of the hornblende hornfels facies. Only one generation of plagioclase is
usual but in some type-C dykes the occurrence of polygonal albites
similar to those in type-A and type-B dykes shows the beginning of a
recrystallisation in a lower facies.

In type-A and -B dykes the following assemblages are found in
addition:

(a) hornblende-albite-epidote-biotite sphene

(b) actinolite-epidote-albite-chlorite-sphene

These are characteristic assemblages of the quartz-albite-epidote
almandine sub-facies (a) and quartz-epidote-biotite sub-facies (b) of the
greenschist facies, the former corresponding to the old epidote-amphi
bolite facies. Occurrence of calcite with some (b) assemblages suggests
that limited recrystallization in the lowermost sub-facies (quartz-albite
muscovite-chlorite) of the greenschist facies may have taken place. No
rock from an A- or B-type dyke shows an equilibrium assemblage char
acteristic of any of the above sub-facies. The textures previously described
which demonstrate the age relationships of some minerals do show how-

185 ~
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ever that progressively lower temperature assemblages were being formed
in these dykes. Type-C dykes, which are the latest, show little or no
sign of recrystallisation to lower temperature assemblages. The inter
pretation put forward to account for the features summarised above is
a simple one suggested by the field evidence.

An important characteristic of both magmatic and metamorphic
rocks is the "freezing" of high temperature assemblages, and the com
parative rarity of autometamorphic and retrograde assemblages charac
teristic of the progressively lower temperatures through which the rocks
must pass during their cooling. As this is due to the slow rates of reac
tions necessary for the production of the new assemblages, the rate of
cooling is the most obvious factor to be taken into consideration. Although
the rate of cooling of the Ilordleq dykes is likely to have been less than
that of more typical minor intrusives, no significant difference is likely
in the rate of cooling of type-C dykes, which show littIe or no auto
metamorphic changes, when compared with that of type-A and -B dykes.
Of the factors which have been suggested as being likely to influence
rates of reaction (see FYFE, TURNER and VERHOOGEN, 1958, Chapter
III) which include pressure, water content and water pressure, stress
history is the only one for which a significant difference between dyke
types is likely. The importance of stress in promoting recrystallisation
is well known in areas of regional metamorphism where recrystallisation
of competent rocks lags behind that of incompetent rocks. Type-C dykes
resemble typical cratogenic magmatic rocks, insofar as they retain the
assemblage stable at the time of consolidation and have more or less
normal field characteristics. Type-A and -B dykes on the other hand were
subject to deformational stress for some time subsequent to their con
solidation, but which ceased before intrusion of type-C dykes. It is to
be expected therefore that type-A and -B dykes should show a closer
correlation between mineral assemblages and the progressively lower
temperatures of post-consolidation cooling i. e. the high temperature
consolidation assemblage is less likely to remain "frozen". The cooling
history of both A- and B-, and C-type dykes is thus very similar and
not responsibIe for the differences in mineralogy which are likely to be
due entirely to differences in stress history.

The occurrence of lower greenschist facies assemblages in type-A
and -B dykes suggests a means of determining an upper limit for the
temperature of the country rocks at the time of intrusion of the dykes.
The dykes would not cool below the temperature of their country rocks
which therefore was less than the maximum temperature at which green
schist facies assemblages can be stabiIised, although due to differences
in other factors, possibly PH

2
0, the stable assemblage in the country

rocks was probably that of amphibolite facies (see p. 48).



IV. INTERPRETATION OF FIELD AND

PETROGRAPHIC DATA

(a) Physico-chemical conditions of dyke emplacement

The following conc1usions have been drawn from the field and
petrographic data available.

(i) the mineral assemblages at the time of consolidation of the dykes
was that of almandine amphibolite facies.

(ii) incomplete synkinematic recrystallisation affected type-A and
type-B dykes subsequent to consolidation. Most of this recrystallisa
tion took place in the consolidation facies i. e. almandine amphi
bolite, but limited recrystallisation in a lower (greenschist) facies is
evident in some dykes, especiaIly type-A.

(iii) autometamorphic recrystallisation producing minerals charac
teristic of greenschist facies took place in type-A and type-B dykes,
before the intrusion and consolidation of type-C dykes with alman
dine amphibolite facies assemblages.

(iv) differentiation of type-A dykes by filter-pressing shows that
hornblende (and pyroxene) had an extensive period of crystallisa
tion before plagioclase started to crystallise. The residual liquid
crystallised 60-80 Ufo plagioclase.

(v) at no time subsequent to consolidation did the dykes have an
assemblage characteristic of either granulite facies or pyroxene
hornfels facies.

In assuming that the mineral assemblage at the time of consolida
tion indicates the consolidation facies of the dykes, and that recrys
tallisation can take place in the same facies, the writer follows ESKOLA

1921 p. 146: "a mineral facies comprises all the rocks that have originated
under temperature and pressure conditions so similar that a definite
chemical composition has resulted in the same set of minerals, quite
regardless of their mode of crystallisation, whether from magma or
aqueous solution or gas, and whether by direct crystallisation from
solution (primary crystallisation) or by gradual change of earlier minerals
(metamorphic recrystallisation)." However, in this account of the Ilor-

4*
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dleq dykes a primary mineral (as opposed to a primary crystal) must
be defined as one belonging to the mineral facies (or to a higher facies in
the case of metastable relics) in which the rock crystallised, whether
forrned by direct precipitation from the magma or by autometamorphic
recrystallisation. Any further limitation would be difficult to apply not
only in the Ilordleq dykes but in the many igneous rocks in which post
consolidation textural readjustments are suspected; in fact in most
coarse grained igneous rocks (WAGER, BROWN and W ADSWORTH, 1960;
VOLL, 1960).

The controlling factor in the primary crystallisation of hornblende
from basic magmas was for many years the subject of speculation. The
early view (KENNEDY, 1935) that composition of the magma was the
principal factor lost favour and the water contentof the magma was
increasingly regarded as being of prime importance. The role of water
was thought to be that of a flux which lowered the crystallisation tem
perature of the melt (VINCENT, 1953; WELLS and BISHOP, 1955; DEER,
HOWIE and ZUSSMAN, 1962). The subject was reviewed by BAILEY (1958)
who concluded that compositional differences between hornblende
bearing Devonian rocks and augite-bearing Carboniferous and Tertiary
in Scotland, were insufficient to account for their mineralogical differ
ences, and that these differences were most likely due to the presence
of 'volatiles, probably in large part water.' (op. cit. p. 18). The data
presented by YODER and TILLEY (1956, 1962) showed that water pres
sure could be a decisive factor in determining the primary mineral as
semblage in basic igneous rocks, not only in its effect on the crystallisa
tion temperature of the magma but by its effect on the stability fieIds
of the major mineral phases in systems of basaltic composition. The
change in emphasis from water content to water pressure was also
important, insofar as the interdependence of these parameters is reg
ulated by other geologicaIly important variables such as temperature,
total pressure, and presence of other volatile components, which are
referred to in the folIowing pages.

Figure 28 shows a projection of the natural olivine tholeiite-water
system (YODER and TILLE Y, 1962, fig. 27) with the addition of the
hypothetical boundary between the almandine amphibolite-hornblende
hornfels facies and the granulite-pyroxene hornfels facies tentatively
proposed by FYFE, TURNER and VERHOOGEN, 1958 (fig. 107).

With the reservations regarding interpretation of their experimental
data suggested by YODER and TILLEY (op. cit.) it seems likely that with
PH

2
0 greater than 1300 bars hornblende will be a primary mineral in

melts of the stated composition. With increasing water pressure the tem
perature of the upper stability limit of hornblende in a basic melt of
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this com position increases, as do temperatures of the lower sLabiliL,Y
limits of pyroxene and olivine.

In the dykes being considered, t.he lirnitation are as fo]]ows:-

(i) Lhe periods of crystallisation of pyroxene and felspar do not
overlap.

(ii) plagioc1ase did noL begin to crystallise until a large pr'oportion
of the amphibole had crystallised.

(iii) phene was stabilised onIy after about haH the am phiboIe had
precipiLated, but before the beginning of cr'ysLallisaLion of the felspar.

From figure 28, iL is Iikely that the 10wesL P H •O at whieh these
conditions ean be met is in the range 3500-4500 bar . As described
below, PH

2
0 is unIikeIy to have been constant throughollt the period of

consoIidation of the dykes.
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tilative data from YODBR and TIl,I,BY (1962, fig. 27) and tentative field boundaries

on plane PI-I,O = t Ps from FYH, TURNER and VERHOOGE.:->, 1958, ng.107.

Having proposed a lower limit for the (maximum) PH •O attained
during consolidation, it should bc possiblc to set an upper limit deter
mined by the faet that eonsolidation was eompleted before greensehist
faeies conditions were eneountered. As ean be seen from fig. 28 however,
the tentative faeies boundaries are not eonsi tent with the experimental
data, whieh indieate pyroxene as unstable throughout much af the
suggested fields of the granulite and pyraxene hornfels facie . The ten
tative and sehematie nature of the facies boundarie wa emphasised
by FYFE, TUR 'ER and VERHOOGEK (op. cit.) who also noted that the
boundaries were drawn on the assumption that P H20 = P!Oad in regional
metamorphisrn. It may be LhaL the faeies boundaries are broadly cor
reet with respect to solid pre sure estimated from field oeeurrences, and
that the discrepaney ean be in part re olved by eoneluding that the
assemblages eonsidered by FYFE, TvR:'iER and VElUIOOGEX were formed
under eonditions in whieh P H •O wa' eonsiderably less than PSOJid.
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Figure 29 shows schematically the form of the field boundaries
which might be expected when PH•Oand P solid are taken as independent
variables. The projection on the surface ABHG (PH.O = Ps) shows the
experimentally determined upper stability limit of amphibole and the
curve for beginning of melting of basalt (from fig. 28). The upper stability
limit of amphibole on the plane PH•O = i- Ps is the almandine amphi
bolite-granulite facies boundary of FYFE, TURNER and VERHOOGEN in
respect of temperature and Ps. This should not correspond exactly with
the upper stability of amphibole which is stable in the hornblende
granulite facies; neither is it suggested that conditions of PH•O = ! Ps
are characteristic of regional metamorphism; but these approximations
are adequate for purposes of illustration. The field boundaries do not
extend into the upper haH of the cube space as PH•O cannot exceed Ps.
The diagram illustrates in a qualitative way the relationships between
the four fields important for consideration of the Ilordleq dykes. These
fieIds are (i) that through which dolerite crystallises (basalt fieId) ; (ii) that
through which hornblende dolerite crystallises (lamprophyre fieId) ;
(iii) pyroxene granulite fieId; (iv) almandine amphibolite fieId. It is
probable that the field boundaries are more nearly parallel to the Ps
axis than to the PH.O axis and that small changes in PH.O are likely to
be of greater significance than corresponding changes in Ps.

The occurrence of vesicles in some of the type-C dykes shows that
in the later stages of consolidation PH•O approached PI and hence Ps
(see IV (b)) and it is suggested that at the time of consolidation PH•O
and Ps were approximately 3500-4500 bars and the temperature about
800-850°.

(b) Depth of emplacement of the dykes

The preservation of ocelli or infilled vesicles in some type-C dykes
(Section III, a, (i)) allows an estimate to be made of the depth of con
solidation of the dykes.

Bubbles form in a magma when the (fictive) vapour pressure of the
dissolved gas phase (Pg) exceeds the liquid or hydrostatic pressure (PI)
on the magma, and are likely to survive as vesicles in the consolidated
rock only if the condition P g = PI is maintained throughout consolida
tion of the magma.

In a confined dyke the condition P g > PI cannot be sustained be
cause a rise in P g is countered by an equal and opposite reaction from
the confining walls which allows PI to increase in step with P g. Pressure
of the confining walls may be relaxed for short periods due to tectonic
or other events and allow bubbles to form, when stable conditions again
prevail the condition P g = PI will again be achieved and bubbles pre
viously formed would disappear.
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In an unconfined dyke with access to the surface, the maximum
PI which can be obtained or induced is limited by the hydrostatic pres
sure exerted by the overlying magma column. Under such conditions a
rise in P g to a higher value than PI is prevented not by a rise in PI but
by the formation of bubbles, which are likely to persist only in such
unconfined magmas. As a general rule it can be suggested that when
vesicles are formed P g = PI = hydrostatic pressure exerted by the over
lying magma column. The decrease in number and size of vesicles in
Hawaiian pillow lavas with increase in depth of overlying water (MOORE,
1965) provides an illustration of the relationship between vesiculation
and confining pressure.

Applying this reasoning to the Ilordleq dykes, if it is provisionally
assumed that P g = P H20 , the hydrostatic pressure must have equalled
P g = 3500-4500 bars (see page 53). Such a hydrostatic pressure can be
exerted, in the present gravitational field of the earth and neglecting
possibIe viscosity eflects, by a basaltic magma column 9-11 km in
height (KENNEDY, 1955).

If components other than water are present in the gas phase the
estimated height of the magma column must be increased in proportion
to the ratio P gas : partial pressure H 20. For magmas in which CO 2 is
not an important component of the gas phase, partial pressure of water
is not likely to be less than 80 % of P g (SHEPHERD, 1948). The magma
column overlying the Ilordleq dykes at the time of their formation is
likely to have been 10-12 km in height, and it is proposed that the dykes
crystallised at about this depth in the crust. The important assumption
must be made that volatile components, other than water, which are
present do not significantly aflect either the consolidation temperature
of the rock or the stability fieIds of constituent minerals. A further
inference may be drawn from the supposed depth of crystallisation of
the Ilordleq dykes. A similar magma may rise to a higher level in the
crust with P H20 maintained at a high level because of lack of connection
with the surface. If connection with the surface is eventually achieved,
the consequent rapid decrease in P H20 would result in explosive vesicula
tion and release of water vapour. Viewed in this light, the common
association of diatremes and gas-drilling phenomena, such as the xeno
lithic microdiorite of Ilordleq, with lamprophyric and appinitic (e. g.
PITCHER and READ, 1952) rocks similar to the Ilordleq dykes may be
better understood.

It should be noted that the solubility of water in basaltic melts at
4000 bars under saturated conditions (PH20 = PI) is about 7% at 1100°
(HAMILTON et. al., 1964), probably reducing to about 6% at 800°. Even
if all the water in the original melt is retained in the consolidated rock,
it is not necessary to assume that only in rocks containing 7 % water
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could P H •O reach 4000 bars during consolidation. If water is not taken
up by the early formed mineral phases the proportion of water, and
hence PH •a, will increase during crystallisatian. This increase in P g is
regarded by RITTMAN (1962) as an impartant mechanism af vulcanicity.
In view af this the experimental results af KHITAROV et al. (1959) are
of great practical importance. Solubility of water in a liquid + crystal
system of basaltic composition at 9000

, and about 3000 bars is 3.2 Ofo.
The comparatively low water contents of the Ilordleq dykes give no
indicatian, therefare, af the water content af the liquid during the
various stages of crystallisation. It is clear that any suggested figure for
PH. o during erystallisation ean refer only to that at one partieular stage
in the erystallisation. In the Ilordleq dykes the maximum PH •O was
probably aehieved immediately befare the erystallisation of hornblende.



V. CHEMICAL FEATURES OF THE DYKES

(a) Analyses

Chemical investigation of the dyke suite was initially undertaken
in order to provide evidence on whether or not contamination had taken
place during the emplacement of the dykes into what were thought to
have been 'active' country rocks. The numerous xenoliths in the dykes
also indicated the possibility of assimilation of granitic country rock.

Analyses were first made of six dykes, three type-A, one type-B,
and two type-C dykes. In the case of the inhomogeneous type-A dykes,
specimens were taken across the full width of narrow dykes in an attempt
to obtain the composition of whole dykes and thus overcome the effects
of in situ filter pressing.

It was evident from these analyses (table I, 1-6) that the wide
variation in composition was unlikely to be due to assimilation of gran
itic country rock, as both silica and potash are relatively constant.
Diffusion of volatile components from 'active' country rocks was unlikely
in view of the small variation in potash content. On the other hand,
variation in magnesia and alumina in these first six analysed dykes
suggested that the differences in dyke composition could be due at least
in part to differentiation by crystal fractionation. In order to confirm
preliminary conclusions based on these first six analyses, four further
analyses were obtained, two of typical leucocratic members of the suite
(table I, 7 and 8) and a further two of the separated mafic and leuco
cratic components of an inhomogeneous type-A dyke (table I, 9 and 10).
A further analysis has kindly been made available by Mr D. BRIDGWATER
(table I, 11); this is of a dacitic member of the same dyke suite, more
acid than any found in Ilordleq, collected from the neighbouring Isortoq
area.

The analyses provide a clear illustration of the difficulties of nomen
clature in rocks in the basalt-andesite range, due to poor correlation
between classifications based on mineralogy on the one hand and chem
icaI composition on the other. The A-, B-, and C-type dykes, although
consisting of 'andesitic' minerals, nevertheless have 'basaltic' silica con
tents. The difficulties are due entirely to the assumption, implicit in
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Table I.

G.G.U. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
No. 52526 52568 52536 52541 52542 52544 31680 32136 32157A 32157B 25102 51304

SiOs ··· . 49.93 48.69 49.57 49.88 49.22 49.47 52.65 58.63 44.78 52.84 65.43 49.8
AlsOs· .. 12.18 12.64 14.15 16.71 15.34 17.17 17.70 17.65 9.19 21.00 15.68 17.7
FesOs· .. 2.74 3.25 3.02 2.62 2.74 3.13 3.00 2.26 3.28 2.43 1.57 0.6
FeO .... 7.54 4.91 6.39 5.52 5.54 6.38 5.63 3.46 9.94 3.64 2.62 8.4
MgO .... 10.30 10.10 8.82 6.99 8.78 5.27 3.21 2.80 15.80 3.12 0.75 8.6
CaO .... 8.74 11.94 8.95 9.25 9.88 8.83 6.69 6.53 9.13 6.64 2.21 9.0
NasO ... 2.27 1.58 1.89 3.26 2.32 3.31 5.73 4.48 0.56 5.61 4.50 2.6
KsO .... 1.98 1.58 1.98 1.47 1.27 1.70 1.44 1.58 0.40 2.00 5.49 0.7
HsO+ ... 2.30 3.20 3.20 2.40 3.00 2.10 2.01 1.35 5.71 1.95 0.38 0.6
TiOs··· . 0.71 0.75 0.72 0.74 0.64 1.03 1.17 0.60 0.40 0.47 0.59 0.8
P S05'" . 0.21 0.30 0.21 0.27 0.16 0.47 0.38 0.27 0.17 0.40 0.15 0.3
MnO ... 0.18 0.16 0.16 0.15 0.16 0.16 0.14 0.11 0.29 0.10 0.08 0.2

COS'" . + -"- + +
BaO .... + T + + +
SrO .... 0.12 0.14 0.19 0.22 0.17 0.21 + T ~ + + +
ZrOs··· . 0.02 tr. 0.03 + T + + + +
CrsOs·· . 0.07 0.09 0.07 0.02 0.05 tr. + + T + + +
Total ... 99.27 99.35 99.32 99.50 99.27 99.26 99.75 99.72 99.65 100.20 99.45 99.3

NORMS
qtz ..... 10.6 12.5
or ...... H.7 10.0 12.2 8.9 7.8 10.6 8.9 9.4 2.2 11.7 32.8
ab ...... 19.4 14.2 16.7 28.3 20.4 28.8 44.0 38.8 5.2 40.3 38.2
an ...... 18.9 23.4 24.7 27.5 28.9 27.8 18.6 24.2 22.8 27.0 6.4
neph ... 2.8 4.3
di ...... 19.9 29.1 16.7 15.8 16.9 H.3 10.4 7.2 21.2 3.2 3.2
hyp .... 12.7 H.8 21.6 3.6 19.4 7.2 5.3 28.4 2.2
ol ...... 10.5 4.5 2.7 10.1 1.8 6.5 8.7 14.2 7.5
mag .... 4.2 4.9 4.6 3.9 4.2 4.6 4.4 3.2 5.1 3.7 2.3
ilm ..... 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.2 2.0 2.1 1.2 0.8 0.9 1.2
ap ...... 0.3 0.7 0.3 0.7 0.3 1.3 1.0 0.7 0.3 1.0 0.3

Normative felspar
Or ..... 23 21 23 14 14 16 12 13 7 15 43
Ab ..... 39 30 31 44 36 43 62 54 17 51 49
An ..... 38 49 46 42 50 41 26 33 76 34 8

Qtz.+ Fels. + Neph.
50 37.6 53.6 64.7 57.1 67.2 74.3 83.0 30.8 23.3 89.9

+ not determined. - below detectable limit.
Analysts (Geological Survey of Greenland) BJØRN r. BORGEN analyses 1-6, H, 12. IB SØRENSEN

analyses 7-10.
Norms based on water-free recalculation to 100%'
Analyses of Ilordleq rocks 1-10.

1-3, Type-A dykes.
4, Type-B dyke.

5, 6, Type-C dykes.
7, Type-C dyke with acicular amphibole microcline.
8, Xenolith-free matrix of xenolithic microdiorite.

9,10, Separated early and late components of filter-pressed type-A dyke.
H, Margin of dacitic dyke, Isortoq area, collected by D. BRIDGWATER.
12, Noritic gabbro, Frederiksdal, collected by W. R. WATT.
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conventional igneous terminology, that all igneous rocks have crystal
lised in the same facies; the problem of terminology is referred to in a
later section.

As the conditions under which the Ilordleq dykes crystallised are
thought to be unusual, it is important to remember that the terms in
which differentiation of basic rocks are usually discussed are those which
have been devised and found useful for what appears to be a specialised,
although common, circumstance, i. e. differentiation of basic magmas
crystallising under conditions which favour relatively small crystallisa
tion intervals and a high degree of overlap of the crystallisation intervals
of major phases (YODER and TILLEY, 1962).

(b) Differentiation

(i) Series and phase differentiation

Before examining in detail the compositional variation of the
Ilordleq dykes it will be useful to review the features which may be
expected to distinguish differentiation under the specialised circumstan
ces referred to. To facilitate discussion, two ideal types of fractional
crystallisation differentiation are defined below; these will be referred
to as series differentiation and phase differentiation.

Series differentiation is that due to separation and isolation of early
forrned minerals from remaining liquid when the major phases crystallise
together. When this is achieved by a continuous separation mechanism
a well defined cryptic layering (in the sense of HESS, 1960) is found
within a single intrusion e. g. Skaergaard. This type of variation is
effected mainly by progressive changes in composition of minerals within
the discontinuous reaction series and continuous reaction series respec
tively, principally pyroxene and plagioclase. The differentiation is ex
pressed in the same terms as the important differences within each
mineral group concerned i. e. MgO: FeO in the mafic minerals, CaO: Na20
in the plagioclase, and differences in total composition between rocks of
a cotectic differentiation series are relatively small.

Phase differentiation is that due to separation of different mineral
phases, the separation of plagioclase from the mafic phases being most
important. The important differences between rocks of a phase differen
tiation series are expressed in the same terms as the differences between
the separated phases e. g. MgO + FeO: alkalies, or MgO + Feo: AI20 a•

Phase differentiation may take place in different ways; it is commonly
achieved on a small scale in many intrusions by the gravitational separa
tion of contemporaneous phases to form rhythmic layers, and is likely
to take place in any magma in which crystallisation intervals of major
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phases have littIe Ol' no overlap. Difference in composition between
members of a phase differentiation series is relatively great e. g. pyrox
enite and anorthosite.

Notwithstanding minor complications introduced by intercumulate
crystallisation and differences in the mechanisms by which isolation is
achieved, many large basic intrusions (Skaergaard, Stillwater, Bushveld)
and probably volcanic suites too, show differentiation trends similar
to ideal series differentiation trends. This is to be expected from the
characteristics of basalt melts described by YODER and TILLEY (1962);
in such melts major phases crystallise together and their wholesale
separation on anything other than the local scale of rhythmic units
would require an exceptionally effective separating mechanism. Some
gravitational separation of early mafic phases from early plagioc1ase
may in some cases be achieved either within a large intrusion Ol' within
a magma chamber, but under normal conditions, the phase differentia
tion is likely to be subordinate to the series differentiation, except in
small intrusive units.

When crystallisation of the major phases in a magma is not broadly
contemporaneous however, phase differentiation may become the dom
inant process and series differentiation play only aminor role. Separation
and isolation of early forrned minerals from the remaining liquid pro
duces variations in the relative proportions of the major phases, and the
compositional variations characteristic of phase differentiation therefore
become effective on a large scale, rather than on only the small scale
of rhythmic units.

The differences between the two circumstances may be illustrated
by reference to the expected differences between crystallisation of basalt
magma at low PH

2
0 and high PH

2
0 (4000 bars). Crystallisation intervals

of the major phases in both cases are shown in fig. 30 (data from YODER
and TILLEY, 1962) from which the folIowing conc1usions may be drawn:-

(1) the same degree of separation of early and late minerals will pro
duce much greater differentiation at high P H20 than at low P H20• At
high P H20 accumulation of the early formed minerals will produce pyrox
enite, pyribolite and hornblendite whereas the remaining liquid will
crystallise as leuco-diorite, due to phase differentiation. At low P H20

with series differentiation, the rocks formed will nearly all be gabbroic.

(2) Differentiation at high PH20 will be expressed mainly by variation
in MgO + FeO: Alkali Ol' MgO + FeO: Al20 s ratios whereas differentiation
at low P H20 will be expressed mainly in terms of MgO: FeO and CaO:
Na20 ratios.

(3) The differentiation potential at hight P H20 is increased also because
of the greater temperature interval between liquidus and solidus which
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Fig. 30. Crystallisation intervals of major phases in natural olivine theoleiite showing
differences in overall crystallisation interval and differences in overlap of crystallisa
tion intervals of major phases at 1 atmosphere and ~ooo bars water pressure. (Data

from YODER and TILLEY, 1962).

will serve to increase the time interval during which crystallisation
proceeds. The temperature interval may however be unimportant in
determining the time of crystallisation when compared with other fac
tors such as heat of crystallisation of the minerals and size etc. of the
body.

The chemical differences between series and phase differentiation of
a basic magma can be expressed in a variety of ways. HESS (1960,
plate 11) used FeO: MgO: alkalies ratios to demonstrate the important
differences between extreme continuous fractional crystallisation of large
lopoliths, and the slight fractional crystallisation of some volcanic suites.
This distinction is valid however only if it can be shown that fractiona
tion in both cases is effected by the same minerals in magmas which
crystallise in similar ways. Extreme continuous fractionation of basalt at
4000 bars water pressure might give an apparently similar trend, in
terms of MgO: FeO: alkalies, to that of slight fractional crystallisation of
the same magma at low water pressure. Both the delay in crystallisa
tion of plagioclase and the introduction of hornblende favour this trend.
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As the Ilordleq dykes showevidence of having crystallised at high
P H •O it is necessary to allow for the possibility that any differentiation
affecting them also took place at high PH.O i. e. was primarily a phase

differentiation. A useful plot for this purpose is MgO: ~i~23 on which

series and phase differentiation can be distinguished. The same para
meters were used by MURATA (1960) in an attempt to distinguish between
tholeiite and alkali-basalt differentiation trends, but as has been shown
by YODER and TILLEY (1962) the essential differences between these
suites cannot be expressed satisfactorily in this way.

The main features of this plot are shown in fig. 31 in which the
expected differentiation trends of basalt at low P H •O (series differentia-
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Fig. 32. Composi tional variation of I10rdleq rocks in terms of 'IgO and ~i{].3 ratio.

Compositions af separated components of flltcr-prcsscd lypc-A dyke (52537) and
calculaled bulk compo ilion of lilis dyke al o shown.

tion) and high PH!o (phase differentiation) are hown schematically. The
factors which primarily determine the LI'end of serie differentiation are
(i) constant proportions of mafle phases and plagioc1ase (ii) regular
ehange in plagioc1ase eomposition (iii) decrease in MgO content of mafie
phases. Dotted lines r-r how trends of local phase differentiation due
to rhythmic segregation at various stages. Phase di.fferentiation of the
same liquid by continuous fractionation at high water pressure is deter
mined primarily by separation of felspar ffom maflc phases. Composi
tional vafiation af the mafie phascs, wbich now include hornblende,
under the c conditions is not known but is unlil ely to change the nega
tive slope of the tfend line. Arter the beginning of crystallisation of
plaO'iocla e the po ibilily of phase differentiation is much reduced and
series differentiation (D-E), as aresult of change in fel par compo ition,
is likely to becomc dominant.

It is not to be expected that the e idealised trends should be exactly
reproduced in rock suite, but the erie di1Terentiation tr-end is closely
approached by kaergaard rocks (fig. 33), while the Ilordleq rocks appeal'
to corre pond closely to a phase diITerentiation series (fig. 32).
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(ii) Differentiation in terms of MgO l~li2g:

The six points representing A-, B-, and C-type dykes (fig. 32) show
the variation which is thought to include the large majority of dykes in
the IIordleq swarm. The trend of compositional variation shown by
these rocks is that which is to be expected of rocks forming a phase
differentiation series with separation of plagioclase from mafic phases.

As is usual in such cases the plotting of points on such a diagram
shows only the possibility of the rocks being members of a differentiation
suite; other lines of evidence must be sought before it ean be decided
whether or not this is the most likely interpretation. It is thought that
the evidence referred to in the folIowing discussion is sufficient to aIlow
acceptance of the compositional variation of the six analysed dykes as
being the result of phase differentiation.

The faet that the relative ages of the dyke types is similar to their
relative order with respect to degree of differentiation is not necessarily
of much significance. In many igneous suites the order of intrusion is
independent of position with the supposed differentiation series. A
capricious order of emplacement is less likely if the suite contains certain
types of cumulate rock which never had independent existence as liquids
or crystal-liquid mixtures. Rocks formed by in situ bottom accumula
tion of crystals or filterpressing are always likely to be post-dated by

185 5
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rocks formed from their respective residual fractions. In these cases
rocks more basic than the parent magma are in general likely to be
earlierthan those less basic than the parent magma. Seen in this light

the relative positions of the A-, B-, C-type dykes on the MgO /~tg33

plot offers some slight support to the differentiation hypothesis.
A quantitative method of checking the possibility of phase differ

entiation was suggested by the conc1usion that the inhomogeneity of
type-A dykes is due to filter-pressing. If the separate components in
type-A dykes represent early and late fractions, the difference in com
position between these components would show the course likely to be
taken by fractional crystallisation differentiation on a larger scale. This
would apply whether the separation of early and late fractions on the
large scale was achieved by filter-pressing or by some other mechanism
such as gravitational settling. Analyses were obtained of the separated
components comprising a type-A dyke (analyses 9 and 10, table I) and
plotted (32157 A, 32157 B) on the same diagram as the previous analyses.

If the differentiation which produced the rocks represented by an
alyses 1-6 (table I) was accomplished by accumulation of a single phase
of fixed composition, the points representing these rocks should lie along
a straight line which should coincide with the line joining points 32157 A
and 32157 B. However, not only is amphibole unlikely to be the only
participant mafic phase, but its composition is likely to vary. Points
representing analyses 1-6 should therefore ideally lie along a curve, the
line joining 32157 A and 32157 B being a tangent to this curve; the
point at which tangent and curve meet should correspond to the bulk
composition of the filter-pressed type-A dyke from which specimens
32157 A and 32157 B were taken. The open circ1e (fig. 32) represents the
calculated bulk composition of type-A dyke 32157 assuming equal pro
portions of the two components; in the field the dyke was estimated
to comprise equal proportions of mafic and leucocratic components,
with the former possibly in excess. The fact that, on this diagram, the
calculated bulk composition of the dyke 32157 falls almost precisely on
the line joining A and B is strongly suggestive of a simple genetic rela
tionship between the two components. In view of the likely errors in
sampling material as inhomogeneous as type-A, and to alesser extent
type-B, dykes, the predicted relationships, for a theoreticai ideal, are
approached sufficiently closely to lend support to the differentiation
hypothesis on which the prediction is based.

A further check on the phase differentiation hypothesis is made
possibie by the occurrence of more acid rocks which although quantita
tively insignificant in Ilordleq are evidently members of the same suite.
These comprise the type-C dykes containing microeline, and the xenoli-
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thie mierodiorite (table I, analyses 7 and 8); these have been plotted on

the MgO /~lig23 diagram (fig. 32, points 31680 and 32136) together with

the daeitie dyke (table I, analysis 11; fig. 32, point 25102) from the
Isortoq area. These three points enable the supposed differentiation
trend to be eontinued into the region in whieh separation of felspars
from hornblendes is of less signifieanee than fraetionation within the
felspar series. The band defined by the nine whole-roek analyses eor
responds closely with that whieh may be theoretieally predieted for
eontinuous fraetionation aehieved primarily by phase differentiation, of
the type likely in the differentiation of basie magmas crystallising a
high water pressures.

It is clear that a unique solution eannot be substantiated by eon
sideration of the ehemieal data alone, as eonclusions drawn from ehemieal
variation within the suite are neeessarily equivoeal. In the writer's view
the most eonvineing support for the interpretation put forward derives
from the faet that the chemieal data are eonsistent with the conclusions
drawn from field and petrographic evidence and closely correspond to
the predictions which can be made from those conclusions.

(Hi) Differentiation in terms of MgO: FeO + Fe2 03: Alkalies
(AFM)

The compositions of the analysed Ilordleq rocks in terms of these
components are shown in figure 34, from which they can be seen to fall
within a clearly defined band, showing a distinct trend toward enrich
ment in alkalies relative to F + M with a slight but continuous enrich
ment in F relative to M. This trend closely approaches the normal calc
alkaline trend and it is of some interest to determine whether the calc
alkaline trend is necessarily the result of the Ilordleq type of phase
differentiation, or whether such differentiation may show a similar trend,
in terms of AFM, to differentiation accomplished in some other way.

The MgO:FeO:Alkalies diagram has been used by HESS (1960) to
illustrate differences in differentiation trends between, at the one extreme,
Skaergaard and the large lopoliths such as Stillwater, and at the other
extreme certain vo1canic suites; thick sills show trends intermediate
between these extremes. The differences are shown diagrammatically in
figure 35 which shows the pronounced initial increase in FeO: MgO +Alk.
ratio characteristic of the large lopoliths, contrasting with continual
decrease in FeO: MgO + Alk. ratios of the volcanic suites-the calc
alkaline trend (HESS, 1960). Hess refers these differences to differing
degrees of fractional crystallisation, that of the lopoliths being regarded as
extreme and that of the volcanic suites as slight fractional crystallisation.

5*
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The previous brief discussion of the differences between phase and
series differentiation shows that with extreme phase differentiation
characterised by separation of felspar from mafic minerals, variation in
the ratio F: M is likely to be subordinated to changes in the M +F: Al20 a

F

A

52544.
32157C 52536

31680 • .---.......~\'..1 61304 -x
"c.,~ 52541"' !!IT: - - - --

/. ~21!6 - -.- - -
,;: ~ - - 52526 \ .52568

,; 321578 52542

./
/.15102

M
Fig. 34. Compositional variation in Ilordleq suite (solid circles) with respect to
Alkalies : FeO + Fe.O.: MgO showing supposed differentiation trend (heavy broken
line). Separated components of filter-pressed type-A dyke (crosses) together with
calculated bulk composition of this dyke (open circle). Norite from Frederiksdal

Rapakivi complex (open square) shown for comparison.

and M + F: A ratios; in terms of the AFM diagram the trends of extreme
phase differentiation are not likely to be distinguishable from the calc
alkaline trend.

As the Skaergaard trend is known to be the result of extreme series
differentiation, the intermediate trend shown by thick sills is consistent
with, although not necessarily the result of, a combination of phase and
series differentiation. In sills which behave as single rhythmic units the
vertical variation is likely to be the product of both gravitational ac
cumulation of dense mafic phases and compositional variation within
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both felspar and mafic minerals i. e. phase and series differentiation
taking place independently of one another. A similar intermediate trend
could be the result of differentiation at moderate water pressures, again
a combination of phase and series differentiation, petrographic evidence

FeD

Alkalies

Oaly- Gale alkaline trend

wt% fvfgD
Fig. 35. FeO:MgO:Alkalies diagram showing trends suggested by HESS (1960) as
typical of extreme, moderate and slight fractional crystallisation, illustrated here
by Skaergaard, Nipissing and Gowganda Sills, and calc-alkaline (DALv's average

basalt-andesite-dacite-rhyolite) suites respectively. Data from HESS (1960).

for which would be seen in sills but not necessarily in extrusive volcanic
rocks.

Apart from derivation by slight fractional crystallisation it has also
been suggested that the calc-alkaline trend is the result of fractional
crystallisation at constant or increasing oxygen partial pressure (OSBORN,

1959). It was suggested that fractional crystallisation with constant
oxygen partialpressure, as opposed to constant total composition, would
lead to a marked reduction in the degree of iron enrichment of mafic
phases and hence a differentiation trend similar to that of the calc
alkaline suites. The differences between the lopolith or Skaergaard trend
and the calc-alkaline trend in terms of iron enrichment have perhaps
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been over-emphasised at the expense of the more marked differences in
the F + M:A ratios; after comparable amounts of crystallisation the
difference in F: M ratios of the Skaergaard and Ilordleq rocks (fig. 36)
is not very great and is attributed to crystallisation of amphibole in
place of pyroxene and olivine in the Ilordleq rocks. The difference be
tween F + M: A ratios is considerable however and is clearly due to phase
differentiation consequent on the delayed crystallisation of plagioclase;
although not suggested as a likely result of crystallisation at constant
oxygen partial pressure (OSBORN, 1959), some delay in the crystalIisa
tion of plagioclase has since been demonstrated experimentally (HAMIL
TON, BURNHAM, and OSBORN, 1964).

It seems likely, from consideration of the AFM diagram, that phase
differentiation is likely to be responsibIe for the calc-alkaline type of
differentiation, although this phase differentiation could be achieved in
some way other than by crystallisation at high water pressure : discussion
of the origin of the orogenic volcanic rocks (section V, c (iii)) suggests
the many other characteristics of these rocks require the operation of
high water pressures during differentiation.

The available evidence does not allow better than approximate
definition of the parent magma of the Ilordleq suite. In terms of

AlO
MgO I Si~23 the parent magma cannot be defined more closely than as

lying within the band shown (fig. 32), with 8-10% MgO; the type-B
and type-C dykes are limiting factors as they are unlikely to be more
mafic than the parent. A close definition of the parent magma in terms
of AFM is also impossible but it seems unlikely to be very different
from the calculated bulk composition of the filter-pressed type-A dyke
(fig. 34, open circle 32157 C). A noritic gabbro from the Frederiksdal
Rapakivi massif has been plotted for comparison (fig. 34, open square
61304).

(c) Bearing of Ilordleq dyke differentiation
on related problems

The chemical characteristics of the Ilordleq dykes are relevant to
discussion of the origin of high-alumina basalt (TILLEY, 1950), and the
related problem concerning the origin of those rocks comprising the
orogenic basalt-andesite-rhyolite volcanic association. Much of the dis
cussion of these problems has been of a theoreticaI and general nature
owing to the lack of field evidence with a direct bearing on them. As the
field relationships of the Ilordleq dykes provide essential clues to the
interpretation of their chemical characteristics, the limited chemical
data have perhaps greater significance than would otherwise be the case.
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(i) Origin of high-alumina basalt

Opinions have differed as to whether the high-alumina character
of some non-porphyritic basalt magmas is of primary origin (KUNO,
1960) or a derived feature (YODER and TILLE Y, 1962) and, if derived,
whether it is aresult of simple erystal fraetionation or resorption of ae
cumulated plagioclase.

Table II.

SiO•........................
Al.Os · .

Fe.Os · .

FeO .
MgO .
CaO .
Na.O .
K.O .
TiO•........................

(i)

t.9.t.7
17.17

3.13
6.38
5.27
8.83
3.31
1.70
1.03

(ii)

50
18

} 9

5
10

2.5
O.t.
1.0

(i) Type-C Ilordleq dyke, No. 525t.t..
(ii) Porphyritic Central type basalt, MuH (from TILLEY, 1950, table II).

The differentiation of the six Ilordleq dykes of basaltic composition
shows a marked trend towards Al-enrichment, eulminating in a type-C
dyke whieh is chemically equivalent to a high-alumina basalt. Despite
its non-porphyritic character this dyke shows a close chemical resem
blance to the Porphyritie Central type basalt of Mull and analyses of
the two are shown for comparison in table II. In the Ilordleq dykes the
inerease in AI20 s, both in absolute terms and relatively with respeet to
siliea, is interpreted as being mainly the result of delayed crystallisation
of plagioclase due to high water pressure: recourse to any other mech
anism is clearly unneeessary. The course of differentiation is well illus
trated by the ratio of normative felspar: mafie minerals in the dyke
referred to above of 2.5: 1, compared with that of 1: 1 in the most mafie
dykes. AIso illustrating the trend toward Al-enriehment is the leueo
cratie eomponent separated from a type-A dyke. Compositionally this
residual fraction is equivalent to an andesitic basalt or basaltic andesite
and contains 210J0 AI20 s. As would be expected, those dykes which are
compositionally equivalent to andesitie basalt and andesite (31680,
32136, and 25102) also have high eontents of Al 20 s and are further
discussed in a following seetion.

It is clear that the conditions under which the Ilordleq rocks crys
tallised were extremely favourable to the produetion of high-alumina
magmas by fraetional erystallisation differentiation, without either re-
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sorption of accumulated plagioclase or necessity for a parent magma
of unusual composition. This evidence alone is insufficient to allow
general conclusions to be drawn regarding the origin of high-alumina
magmas elsewhere, but provides firm support for the proposals of YODER
(1955), and YODER and TILLEY (1962), who concluded that " ... relatively
high water pressure may bring about the production of high-alumina
magmas" (op. cit. p. 422).

The fact that mineral assemblages of most high-alumina basalts
give no indication of crystallisation from a magma derived by differen
tiation at high PH

2
0, is of little significance. In discussions of lines of

magmatic evolution in igneous rock suites it is commonly assumed that
the present mineral assemblages of the rocks concerned necessarily in
clude the phases likely to have been involved in the differentiation giving
rise to the observed variation in rock composition. This assumption is
undoubtedly valid for those rock suites in which differentiation took
place at the same level, or at least under approximately the same physico
chemical conditions, as the final crystallisation of the suite examined;
as for example, in the large lopoliths. Differentiation of a magmatic
suite may however take place under conditions different from those
obtaining at the time of final crystallisation, especiaIly if this final
crystallisation takes place at or near the surface ; the assumption refer
red to is therefore least likely to be valid in the case of extrusive volcanic
suites.

Significant changes in water pressure are likely during the ascent of
a magma through the crust; as has been pointed out in an earlier section,
the maximum water pressure in a magma is a function not only of the
water content, but also of the confining pressure which can be exerted
or, more correctly, sustained by the surrounding medium. The maximum
water pressure which can be maintained even in thick lava flows or shal
low intrusions is only a fraction of that which obtained during crystallisa
tion of the Ilordleq dykes. Had the magmas which crystallised to form
these dykes completed their passage to the surface, the resulting lavas
would have differed petrologically from the dykes in the folIowing im
portant respects.

1. The gradual reduction in P H20 on ascent would have resulted in a
radicaI change in equilibrium mineral assemblage at the time of con
solidation, with production of an assemblage characteristic of the 'basalt
facies' i. e. pyroxene, plagioclase, in ideal cases. Had ascent of the magma
taken place sufficiently slowly for crystaljliquid equilibrium to have
been maintained at all times, phenocrysts of plagioclase would have
developed in those magmas relatively enriched in plagioclase compo
nents by the earlier differentiation. If ascent was too rapid for crystalj
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liquid equilibrium to be maintained with changing PH_O, the preserva
tion of unstable relic phases would be likely, and perhaps provide some
elue as to the conditions under which differentiation took place.

2. Reduction of PH_O during ascent of the magma must be accomplished
by reduction in the amount of water dissolved in (saturated) magma,
and result in bubbling-off of water vapour. Consequently lavas formed
from magmas initially identical with those which formed the Ilordleq
dykes would be likely to contain appreciably lower amounts of water
than do the dykes. For some comparative purposes therefore the recal
culation of Ilordleq analyses on a reduced-water or water-free basis is
to be preferred (see table III).

Table I I I. Composition of Ilordleq dykes with extrusire rolcanic rocks.

1 II 2 III 3 IV 4

SiO_ .............. 51.8 51.9 47.7 47.0 51.1 52.4 59.6 60.1
Al_O•............. 14.8 15.1 9.8 9.1 17.8 17.8 18.0 17.9
Fe_O•............. 3.1 3.4 3.5 1.4 3.3 1.5 2.3 2.1
FeO .............. 6.6 7.6 10.6 10.4 6.7 6.8 3.5 3.5
MgO .............. 9.2 7.7 16.8 20.2 5.5 6.9 2.8 3.5
CaO .............. 9.3 9.2 9.7 7.7 9.2 8.9 6.6 6.3
Na_O ............. 2.0 2.9 0.6 1.5 3.5 3.4 4.6 4.2
K_O .............. 2.1 0.4 0.4 0.3 1.7 0.7 1.6 1.4
rest .............. 1.1 2.8 0.9 2.4 1.4 1.6 1.0 1.0

I Type-A dyke, 52536.
1 Tholeiitic average basalt (hypersthene basalt) of Koolau Series, Oahu, Hawaii

(WENTWORTH and WI"ICHELL, 1947).

II Early crystallising component of filter pressed type-A dyke, 32157 A.
2 Reheated picrite-basalt with new hypersthene, ejected block (1924), Kilauea,

Hawaii (TILLEY, 1950).

III Type-C dyke, 52544.
3 Olivine basalt of Cascade Province, Outerson Mt., Oregon (THAYER, 1937).

IV Xenolith-free matrix of xenolithic microdiorite, 32136.

4 Hypersthene Andesite of Cascade Province, Crater Lake, Oregon. (WILLIAMS,
1942).

N.B. All analyses recalculated water-free to 100 % ,

In table III analyses of Ilordleq rocks are compared with composi
tionally similar rocks from effusive volcanic suites; it may reasonably
be surmised that rocks with mineral assemblages similar to those of the
volcanic rocks of Table III would be associated with the Ilordleq dykes
at higher levels in the crust.
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(ii) Genesis of oro~enic basalt-andesite-rhyolite vo1canic
association

A c10se relationship between rocks comprising this association and
the IIordleq dyke swarm is indicated by two independent lines of ev
idence. As described in Section VII, the IIordleq dyke suite forms only
a small part of an extensive array of intrusive rocks in South Greenland,
here referred to as the Rapakivi suite. These rocks were emplaced fol
lowing or during the c10sing stages of a period of intense plutonic activity;
comparison with similar suites elsewhere makes it likely that at the time
these rocks were being emplaced, effusive rocks of the orogenic volcanic
association were accumulating at the surface. This conc1usion can best
be substantiated by comparing the South Greenland intrusive suite
with that of a region in which a similar intrusive suite can be directly
correlated with its complementary extrusives. A well documented ex
ample is that afforded by the Palaeozoic late-Caledonian magmatic suite
of the British Isles, of which recent summaries are available (READ,
1961; MERCY, 1965). The similarity of the South Greenland Rapakivi
suite to the late-Caledonian magmatic suite is aIready sufficiently well
established (WALTON, 1965) for further detailed comparison to be un
necessary here. The Caledonian intrusive suite can be directly correlated
with a complementary extrusive suite which in Wales and NW England
comprises a val'iety of basaltic, andesitic and rhyolitic rocks, including
a high proportion of pyroclastics, analogous in all important respects
with late-orogenic volcanic suites in North America and elsewhere. It
may reasonably be assumed that a similar effusive suite complemented
the Rapakivi suite in South Greenland but is not preserved at the present
erosional level.

The second line of evidence derives from the occurrence in the
IIordleq dyke suite of petrographic and chemical features which also
characterise rocks of the orogenic volcanic suite. Characters common to
both suites include those which in the IIordleq rocks are regarded as
indicating, or consistent with, differentiation and crystallisation at high
water pressures.

The petrogenesis of the orogenic volcanic association has been re
viewed by TURNER and VERHOOGEN (1960). Current theories include
fractional crystallisation of basalt magma at depth, contamination of
basaltic magma by sialic material, differential fusion of crustal rocks
with or without subsequent mixing or differentiation of the initial
magmas, and fractionation of basalt under strongly oxidising conditions.
O'HARA (1965) has cited experimental evidence in support of the sug
gestion that orogenic andesittes are likely derivatives of liquids generated
by melting of peridotite mantIe in the presence of water vapour, or of
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basalts in contact with peridotite which becomes saturated with water
vapour. In both instances the liquids are likely to be rich in silica and
therefore committed, even at lower pressures, to a fractionation trend
of pronounced enrichment in silica. JOPLIN (1959, 1960) has proposed a
process involving hybridisation and remelting of early orogenic basic
rocks, to account for the large quantities of intermediate rocks which
form an important part of the late-orogenic intrusive suite.

It is suggested here that the characteristic features of the orogenic
volcanic suite are consistent with derivation by fractional crystallisation
of basalt magma under conditions of high water pressure. These char
acteristics are considered below under three headings, (1) chemical
features, (2) petrographic and mineralogical features, (3) features of a
more general nature.

(1) Chemical characteristics of the suite

These have been summarised by TILLE Y (1950) and TURNER and
VERHOOGEN (1960). Basaltic members are characterised by a high
alumina content and "are strongly reminiscent of the porphyritic cen
tral type of MuH" (TURNER and VERHOOGEN, op. cit. p. 282). As described
previously, these characteristics are consistent with derivation by frac
tional crystallisation at high PH20 and it is unlikely that such basalts
represent parent magmas of the suite. More likely candidates for this
title are the normal tholeiitic basalts represented in many provinces.
The apparent lack of continuity or systematic variation, shown by
basaltic members of the suite on silica variation diagrams, has led to
doubts as to whether these rocks are related by any systematic differ
entiation mechanism such as fractional crystaHisation. The constant
silica content of the basaltic Ilordleq dykes shows that under the condi
tions suggested, silica enrichment is a feature only of the later stages of
differentiation and that silica variation diagrams are of limited value.
The high alumina contents of andesitic members of the orogenic suite
may, by comparison with the andesitic rocks of the Ilordleq suite, be
seen as consistent with derivation under the conditions suggested.

TILLE Y (1950) has demonstrated the distinctively low FeO + Fe20 al
MgO ratios of orogenic andesites compared with the 'normal' fraction
ation products of tholeiitic basalt magmas, by reference to the AFM
diagram (op. cit. fig. 2, p. 48). These differences have been discussed
previously in respect of the Ilordleq dykes, where it was shown that late
separation of plagioc1ase due to high PH20 could result in compositional
variation, in terms of MgO-FeO + Fe20 a-Alkalies, characteristic of the
calc-alkaline igneous suite. This trend of differentiation of the dykes was
established from two lines of evidence, namely, differences in composi
tion between individual dykes, and differences in composition between
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early and late components of a filter-pressed dyke. Although emphasis
has been placed on delayed crystallisation of plagioclase, the crystallisa
tion of hornblende may be a contributory factor in determining the
IIordleq trend. TILLE Y (op. cit.) has suggested that the appearance of
hornblende is not a unique determinant of the course of liquid variation
in the orogenic volcanics, on the grounds that pyroxene is the dominant
mafic mineral of the andesite suite. As pointed out previously, mineral
assemblages stable at or near the surface may be quite different from
those stable at the depths of differentiation.

By comparison with the Ilordleq dykes, the chemical features of
individual members of the orogenic volcanic association, and the com
positional variation of the suite as a whole, can be seen as fully consistent
with derivation from a magma of 'normal' tholeiitic composition by
differentiation at high P H •O•

(2) Petrographic and mineralogi cal features

A common though by no means universal character of orogenic
basalts is a porphyritic character. A porphyritic habit is in many rocks
the result of crystal accumulation; this is unlikely in the orogenic basalts
because of the wide occurrence of compositionally identical rocks with a
non-porphyritic character. If, as seems likely, these basalts are themselves
products of fractional crystallisation, a porphyritic character strongly
suggests a profound difference between the physico-chemical conditions
under which the magmas were derived, and those under which the magma
finally crystallised. Under constant conditions, felspar phenocrysts can
not develop during fractional crystallisation trending toward enrichment
in alumina.

A widespread petrographic feature of andesites is the occurrence
of disequilibrium mineral assemblages, seen in both mafic and felsic
phases, or as expressed by TURNER and VERHOOGEN (1960, p.276) in
reference to rocks of the San Juan provinee (LARSEN et al., 1937), as
semblages which "express a tendency for mutual association of minerals
belonging to different stages of magmatic evolution". The association
of minerals in these disequilibrium assemblages frequently shows the
reverse order of crystallisation from that of BOWEN'S reaction series, as
with the alteration of hornblende and biotite to aggregates of iron ore,
pyroxene, and plagioclase reported by LARSEN et al. (1937). Similar
relationships are described by WILLIAMS (1931) from cognate inclusions
in the Lassen Peak dacites, which feature replacement of hornblende
by pyroxene and are further characterised by a tendency toward "a
diabasic or lamprophyric texture and by their vesicularity" (op. cit. p.
395) and also by WAGER (1962). The only other suite of magmatic rocks
which regularly exhibit comparable features are appinitic and lampro-
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phyric rocks which form a part of the intrusive suite which complements
the extrusive orogenic volcanics.

These petrographic features alone strongly suggest that changes in
physico-chemical conditions constitute an important element in the
development of the orogenic andesites and dacites, and are consistent
with the view that such changes are those due to the ascent through
the crust of an initially water-saturated magma. This view findes further
support in two minor characteristics of the suite, namely the abundance
of pyroclastic rocks previously referred to, and the occurrence in andesi
tic lavas of hydrothermal secondary alteration, probably to a greater
degree than any rock group other than spilites and related rocks of the
ophiolite suite. The reduction of confining pressure consequent on the
ascent through the crust will result in a decrease in the amount of water
dissolved in an initially saturated magma; excess water which does not
escape completely will be retained within the consolidated rock, in ve
sicles and elsewhere, and is likely to give rise to hydrothermal alteration
during the post-consolidation cooling of the rock.

(3) General characteristics

An important difficulty in accounting for the genesis of the orogenic
volcanic series by fractional crystallisation of a parent basalt, lies in
accounting for the large proportions of andesitic, dacitic and rhyolitic
differentiates; this has indeed been an important factor in the accept
ance of theories requiring assimilation or partial melting of continental
rocks. For the reasons given below it is suggested that by fractional
crystallisation of a parent basalt at high P H •O, greater volumes of inter
mediate differentiates are to be expected than with differentiation of a
similar basalt at low P H •O or under dry conditions.

Differentiation of a magma by fractional crystallisation is the result
of two distinct and independent factors. One of these, which may be
called the separation factor, is dependant on a mechanism whereby
crystals become separated and effectively isolated from the magma, or
that part of the magma, from which they crystallise. The effectiveness
of a separating mechanism-gravitational settling or filter-pressing, for
example-is dependant on the properties of the magma only insofar as
it is affected by physical properties such as viscosity and density.

The other factor consists of two components, the more important
of which is dependant on the chemical characteristics of the magma.
One of these factors is the time interval, between appearance of the first
crystalline phase and consolidation of the magma, during which the
separating factor may operate. This time is to some extent dependant
on the temperature interval between liquidus and solidus, but the im
portance of this is greatly reduced by the effects of latent heat of crystal-
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lisation, size of the magma body and temperature of the country rocks.
The other component of the chemical factor of differentiation is how
ever likely to be of great importance and concerns the relative periods of
crystallisation of major phases.

The qualitative aspects of this chemical factor have been referred
to in the discussion of series and phase differentiation and put forward
as a likely explanation for the differing trends of differentiation in the
Ilordleq and Skaergaard suites.

The quantitative effect of the chemical factor on differentiation,
could be demonstrated by drawing trend profiles of the two suites, in
which compositional trend lines are integrated in a cumulative curve
with data on the amounts of each differentiate; unfortunately the ne
cessary data on relative amounts of differentiates are not available for
the Ilordleq suite. An acceptable alternative however is comparison of
residual liquid compositions in the cifferent suites after crystallisation
of known proportions of the parent magmas. The composition of the
residual liquid after about 50-60°I° crystallisation of a magma similar
to the Ilordleq parent magma is known from analyses of separated
components of the type-A dyke. The composition of the 40-50% Ilordleq
residuum ean thus be compared with the 40010 residualliquids calculated
for Skaergaard and Stillwater (fig. 36). Plotted in terms of AFM, these
data clearly demonstrate that comparatively large volumes of andesitic
differentiates are produced by fractional crystallisation at high P H •O,

while a similar degree of differentiation of basalt at low P H •O produces
no andesitic liquid. Confusion appears to have arisen mainly because
andesites represent quite different stages in the differentiation of the
calcalkaline suite on the one hand and Skaergaard type of suite on the
other. Under conditions of continuous fractionation, andesites are produced
in the Ilordleq, and probably calc-alkaline, type of differentiation at the
same stage, and in the same proportions, as slightly iron enriched gab
bros in the Skaergaard or Stillwater type of differentiation. Factors
which have contributed to this confusion include the great difficulty
of classifying intermediate rocks in a genetically useful way, and the
fact that corre1ation of differentiation trends with crystallisation pro
cesses has been carried out almost invariably in high-level intrusions;
it is evident that the conditions obtaining in such intrusions cannot
be assumed to be those obtaining during differentiation of all volcanic
suites.

If the orogenic volcanic rocks are produced by fractional crystallisa
tion at high water pressures, it can be seen that optimum conditions are
achieved for operation of the chemical factor in differentiation and
consequent production of relatively large volumes of non-basaltic dif
ferentiates : these conditions are (i) restricted overlap in crystallisation
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of major phases, (ii) slower rate of cooling in orogenic root zones than else
where, (iii) large temperature interval between liquidus and solidus.

An important difficulty in deriving surface lavas by differentiation
at depth under high water pressure, is that this differentiation is likely
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Fig. 36. Calculated compositions of residualliquids at various stages of crystallisa
tion in Skaergaard (Sk, solid squares), Stillwater (S, open squares) and llordleq
(I, open circ1e and cross). Figures refer to percentage of liquid remaining at each
stage i. e. parent magma = 100. Compositional variation of llordleq rocks (broken
line) from fig. 34, and calc-alkaline trend (DALY'S averages) shown for comparison.
Skaergaard data from WAGER and DEER (1939), Stillwater data from HESS (1960).

to take place at a temperature below that of the solidus of the dry
magma. Reduction of PH

2
0 on approach to the surface in such a case

may cause the magma to crystallise rather than continue its passage to
the surface. If the ascent of magma is relatively rapid it may be possibie
for a relatively high PH20 to be maintained until the surface is reached,
as is suggested by resorption of hornblende and biotite in the San Juan
lavas (LARSEN et al., 1937), which occurred after eruption.
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A more important factor however in reducing the likelihood of an
isothermal crystallisation, is the effect of latent heat of crystallisation.
Crystallisation of early phases due to a decrease in P H20 is likely to effect
an increase in temperature of the magma; it has been suggested (TUTTLE
and BOWEN, 1958) that a temperature rise of possibly 100-300°C may
result from the adiabatic crystallisation of a hydrous granitic liquid,
assuming no heat is lost from the system. Adiabatic crystallisation is
likely not only to result in reversals of the discontinuous reaction series
but seems a likely cause of the complex zoning of felspars which charac
terises many andesitic and dacitic lavas.

(4) Conc1usions

If the suggestions put forward above are broadly correct it is clear
that the intrusive rocks of the orogenic suite may provide more useful
evidence regarding genesis of their complementary effusives than is the
case with any other intrusive suite. Unfortunately however this group
of intrusive rocks is probably less well known than any other group of
corresponding size or importance, rarely receiving passing mention even
in otherwise comprehensive petrological texts. Appinites such as those
of the British Caledonides appear to be important hypabbysal representa
tives of late-orogenic volcanicity (see J OPLIN, 1959, 1960). In the small
number of these intrusions which have been described, the strong ev
idence of high gas pressure and the frequent occurrence of hornblende
as the stable phase in basic rocks, point to the possibility of crystallisation
under conditions of high P H20. Ultramafic rocks, which must be formed
in considerable quantity if orogenic andesites represent differentiation
products of basalt magmas, are found in the hornblendites, pyroxenites
and other ultramafic types of the appinite compIexes.

At a deeper level the information on this suite is even more scanty,
possibly because the Precambrian shield areas have not yet been invest
tigated in sufficient detail, and perhaps too because of the possibility of
confusion of igneous rocks initially crystallising at high P H20 with those
crystallised by normal processes of regional metamorphism.

No evidence is available with which to support speculation regarding
the separating mechanism responsibIe for the differentiation proposed.
The operation of large scale filter-pressing in an orogenic environment
(see PHILPOTTS, 1966) seems to offer excellent possibilities for differentia
tion. A difference between the effects of filter-pressing and gravitational
differentiation processes, which may be significant, is in the mobility of
material in which early formed minerals are concentrated. Gravitational
sorting allows the formation of lavas more basic than the parent magma
by concentration of these minerals in particular parts of the magma
reservoir. Liquid, or mobile, products of filter-pressing must always be
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deficient in early phases, and differentiation series of eruptive rocks
forrned in this way are likely to show a compositional gap between
parent magma and first mobile differentiates. (See TURNER and VER
HaaGEN, 1960, pp. 286-287).

The conc1usions reached above regarding the origin of the orogenic
volcanic suite are similar in many respects to those of OSBORN (1959)
and OSBORN and ROEDER (1960) which derived from a theoreticai con
sideration of the effects of oxygen partial pressure on the crystallisation
and differentiation of basalt.

OSBORN (1960), conc1uding that constant or increasing oxygen par
tial pressure during crystallisation was likely to favour a calc-alkaline
differentiation trend, suggested that these conditions were most likely
to be achieved during crystallisation of a hydrous magma. Accordingly
he ascribed the characteristic differentiation of orogenic basaltic rocks to
the presence of small amounts of water in the magma, this water being
absorbed from geosync1inal sediments.

Whether or not the effect of high water pressures on the crystallisa
tion of basalt, as observed experimentally (YODER and TILLEY, 1962)
and in the dykes of Ilordleq, is in fact due to the influence of water on
the partial pressure of oxygen is still conjectural. This question is not,
however, of immediate importance unless a comparable effect on oxygen
partial pressure mayaiso be achieved, in crystallising magrnas, in some
way other than by the presence of water.

Limited experimental data (HAMILTON, BURNHAM and OSBORN,
1964) appears to indicate that the role of water in basalt melts is not
limited to its effect on oxidation, and the maintainance of constant or
increasing oxygen partial pressure during the development of a magma
tic rock suite has not yet been demonstrated. The evidence bearing on
these problems afforded by the Ilordleq dykes is limited by the pos
sibility of changes in oxidation during the auto-metamorphic stage and
will be discussed elsewhere.

(iH) Variation in degree of silica saturation

The table of normative constituents (table I) of analysed rocks
shows interesting variations in silica saturation during the supposed
differentiation of the Ilordleq dykes, which may have some bearing on
the relationships of alkali basalts and tholeiites to their respective lines
of liquid descent. Conc1usions of general application cannot be drawn
from the limited evidence available, which is discussed only in order to
show the possibly important information which may be obtained from
a detailed study of the Ilordleq or similar suites. It must be remembered
too that calculated norms may be significantly affected by changes in

185 6
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oxidation state (see YODER and TILLEY, 1962, p. 37S) which may have
taken place together with the other autometamorphic changes in these
rocks.

Dykes which are regarded as being similar in composition to the
initial Ilordleq magma, contain normative hypersthene + olivine and
can thus be regarded as undersaturated tholeiites in the sense of YODER
and TILLE Y (1962). The initial course of differentiation was toward
increasing undersaturation with production of nepheline-normative
rocks (analyses 7 and 10, table I); this is shown particularly well by
analyses (9 and 10, table I) of the filter-pressed dyke. The field and
petrographic evidence strongly suggest that fractionation of hornblende
was a critical factor in the early stages of differentiation.

The effects of amphibole accumulation and resorption on the course
of differentiation of basic magmas was considered by BOWEN (1926)
by reference to normative compositions of hornblendites; most of these
were nepheline-normative and capable of producing undersaturated
liquids only by resorption rather than by means of a fractionation
process such as that envisaged for Ilordleq. Compositions of amphiboles
vary widely and analyses of amphiboles recast in terms of normative
constituents may fall in any space in the idealised basalt tetrahedron
(YODER and TILLEY, 1962). When considering the effects of amphibole
fractionation it is c1early necessary to consider amphibole compositions
appropriate to this particular type of magmatic suite. No analysis is

Table IV.

(i) (ii) Norms (i) (ii)

SiOs ·············· . 48.92 34.96 quartz '" .......... 0.9

TiOs·············· . 1.21 3.99 orthoclase .......... 4.5
AIsOs .............. 5.88 15.29 albite .............. 10.6
FesOs· ............. 6,5 2.90 anorthite ........... 8.7 5.7
FeO ............... 7.79 18.30 nepheline .......... 1.7
MnO .............. 0.17 0.39 leucite ............. 32.0
MgO ............... 14.32 10.42 kaliophilite ......... 5.1
CaO ............... 11.37 1.11 corundum .......... 4.3
NasO .............. 1.2 0.41 diopside ............ 36.8
KsO ............... 0.71 7.99 hypersthene ........ 26.3
rest ............... 0.16 1.01 olivine ............. 39.5
HsO+ .............. 1.37 3.07 magnetite .......... 9.8 4.4
HaO- .............. 0.18 0.41 ilmenite ............ 2.4 7.9

99.78 100.25

(i) Hornblende, appinite, Glen Tilt, Scotland (DEER, 1938).
(ii) Biotite, hornblende hybrid (dioritic), Cairnsmore of Carsphairn, Scotland (DEER,

1937).
N.B. Norms based on recalculation of ten major oxides to 100 %

,
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available of any Ilordleq amphibole, but the composition of a hornblende
from a similar suite is given in table IV. This appinitic hornblende shows
a slight degree of silica over-saturation, and fractionation dominated
by removal of similar amphiboles could give rise to undersaturated
liquids.

It is evident however that the trend to undersaturation was not
maintained throughout the Ilordleq differentiation, as later differentia
tes (analyses 8 and 11, table I) contain normative hypersthene + quartz.
This reversal may provisionally be ascribed to the advent of biotite and
its inc1usion in the fractionation process; it can be seen from the norma
tive composition of the biotite shown in table IV that fractionation of
modest amounts of biotite may have relatively great effects, in terms
of silica saturation, on residual liquids.

The suggestions above are intended to illustrate the possible im
portant of future detailed studies of the Ilordleq suite or similar suites
elsewhere. The object of this work should be to determine the composi
tions of minerals, in particular amphiboles, which have been stabilised
at successive stages in the crystallisation of basic melts at high water
pressures. A major difficulty in this work may be the relatively rapid
achievement of chemical equilibrium at high water pressure in crystal
liquid mixtures and possibly also during post-consolidation cooling.

6*



VI. STRUCTURAL FEATURES OF THE DYRES

(a) Features shown by individual dykes

(i) Foliation in the dykes

The internal foliation of the dykes is clearly related to relative
displacement of dyke walls, and thus affords a good opportunity for
observing structures produced by clearly defined external movements,
or the forces associated with incipient or actual movement.

Movement before consolidation of dykes probably accounts for the
observed lack of correlation between amount of displacement and in
tensity of deformation. Foliation is unlikely to be produced by move
ments which took place while fissures were occupied by magma, and
must be regarded as the result of differential stress sustained by and
transmitted through crystalline material. Nevertheless the foliation is
in most dykes defined by primary minerals (see page 52) and the same
mineral assemblages may be found in foliated type-B dykes as in the
unfoliated type-C dykes.

The time during which foliation could have developed can be
divided into the three folIowing periods:-

(1) from the time when sufficient material had crystallised for a dyke
to behave as a solid body, until consolidation was completed ; this
probably is the time during which the last 30-50% of the dyke crys
tallised. Deformation during this period would be critical insofar as
filter-pressing would almost inevitably accompany the development
of foliation. Dykes in which this occurred are type-A dykes.

(2) from the time of consolidation of a dyke until the physico-chemical
conditions of the consolidation facies no longer prevailed. If the rate
of strain during deformation was high relative to the rate at which
the minerals could recrystallise, a cataclasis would result instead of
the reconstructive transformations characteristic of synkinematic
recrystallisation. Dykes deformed during this period include both
type-A and type-B dykes.

(3) the period folIowing (2) during which reconstructive transformations
were possibIe under conditions different from those of the consolidation
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facies i. e. recrystallisation in greenschist facies. Several examples
of both type-A and type-B dykes underwent a limited recrystallisa
tion and deformation during this period.

Foliation in the dykes consists of two distinct parallel components
(i) shape and alignment of amphibole aggregates, and (ii) orientation of
individual micas and hornblendes in the groundmass. As the outcrop of
foliation is in vertical sections parallel to dyke margins, the three
dimensional pattern of deformation can be established.

Deformation of a dyke by lateral relative displacement of wall
rocks can be regarded as a problem of rotational homogeneous strain
or simple shear. The former term is preferred as an indication of the
external movement pattern, because shear used in this context is liable
to confusion with shear as an internal mechanism of deformation; inter
nal shear played no part in the development of the Ilordleq dykes which
deformed by flow (see FLINN, 1962, p.386). Deformation of dykes by
relative displacement of more or less rigid wall-rocks, provides one of
the c10sest approaches possibIe in geology to deformation in which it
may be assumed that neither shortening nor elongation took place paral
lel to the intermediate principal strain axes (axis Y in fig. 37 a), i. e. the
deformation path k = l (FLINN, 1962). In this circumstance both discus
sion and illustration of deformation are greatly simplified as the problem
is effectively reduced to two dimensions.

Before comparing structures in the dykes with those likely to be
produced by rotational homogeneous strain, it is first necessary to define
the important characteristics of this type of deformation. The conven
tional strain pattern expected is shown by reference to deformation of
a cube in fig. 37, a-c (see also RAMBERG, 1959). This strain pattern relates
only to the finite strain, the maximum and minimum principal axes of
which undergo progressive rotation. Consideration of finite strain pat
terns shows the progressive re-alignment of passive planes and lines, and
changes in shape of passive geometric forms such as the circ1e shown
in fig. 37. The relationship between this re-alignment, amount of deforma
tion, and various deformation paths, has been established by FLINN
(1962) for cases of irrotational homogeneous deformation; similar rela
tionships apply also to rotational deformation and are further complica
ted only insofar as the principal axes of finite strain rotate during prog
ressive deformation. In rocks passive planes or lines may be defined by
colour banding, lines of mineral grains or small enc1aves, or any similar
inhomogeneity which does not affect, on the scale considered, the homo
geneity of the rock in respect of its deformational characteristics.

Often of greater importance, however, when considering internal
structures of rock deformed by homogeneous strain, are the dispositions
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Fig. 37. (a)-(c) Rotational homogeneou deformation of cube, for k = l, showing
reference axes X, Y and 'h, 'h~ section of train elJipsoid, and progre sive re-align
ment of maximum and minimum principal axes ol' finite strain (F'; Fil) and planes
ol' no finite strain (f'; f"). (d) static maximum and minimum principal axes of in
finitesimal strain (I'; I") and planes of no infinitesimal strain (i'; j"). All planes are
parallel to Y axis for k = 1. (c) illustration of folding, boudinage, and no deforma
Lion, ol' compelent layers in relation to planes ol' no finite and no infinitesimal slrain,
according to RAMDERG (1959) and FI,lxx ('1962). For further explanation see text.

of principal axes of infinitesimal str-ain and of stres . The difTeren e
between infinite imal strain and Hnite strain may be brieny ummarised
a follows. Infinitesimal sLrain i an expression of the small increments
of train, the combined efTecL af which are seen as finite stra1n. Infinite 
imal strain is the product af thc movemenL Ol' now pattern within Lhe
deforming body at any ane time; this paLLern is in turn a consequence
of the prevailing sLress ystem. Whether the stre s system should be
regarded a contraIling the infinitesimal strain Ol' vi e vel' a need not be
con idered here ( ee Pt. TTI); in plastic material the principal axes af
tress and infinitesimal strain will coincide.

The behaviour af in luded bodie acted upon by the Oow regime
within a homogeneou ly deforming body must bc considcred in relation
Lo Lhe infinitesimal strain ellipsoid ratheT' than the finite strain cllipsoid.
For the limited purpo e af di. cussion of the llordleq dykes iL is sufficient
Lo define such included bodics as bcing af elongale form, consisting af
material competent relative to that of the host, small in size relative to
the dimensions of the host and large relative to the deformation unit
cell of the host. The deformation unit ceJl is the smalle t unit of a ho-
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Fig. 38. Simplified illustration showing effects of homogeneous deformation (de
formation path k = l) of host with competent layer (A). B (i) shows irrotational
homogeneous strain with re-orientation and boudinage of competent layer. B (ii) as
B (i) with rotation of isolated fragments of boudine layer parallel to long axis of
infinitesimal strain ellipsoid. C (i) shows rotational homogeneous strain with re
orientation and boudinage of competent layer. C (ii) as C (i) with isolated frag
ments of boudine layer remaining parallel to long axis of infinitesimal strain ellipsoid.

For further explanation see text.

mogeneously deforming material with the same deformation characteris
tics as the body as a whole. During progressive homogeneous strain there
will usually be a tendency for such bodies to become oriented or re
oriented by flow to alignment parallel with the maximum (extensive)
principal axis of infinitesimal strain. The circumstances and rates at
which this alignment is likely to be achieved are considered in Pt. II I.
A clear distinction must be recognised between the re-orientation of
such included bodies and the re-orientation of passive lines or planes,
the latter conforming to the finite strain pattern. The distinction is simpIy
illustrated in two dimensions for a case of progressive rotational ho
mogeneous strain in fig. 38c, which shows the progressive re-orientation
of a line of inclusions, while individual inclusions maintain a constant
alignment parallel to the maximum principal axis of infinitesimal strain.
It is unfortunate that the term rotation has previously been used to
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refer to the re-orientation of passive planes and lines, as this is liable to
cause confusion with rotation of inc1usions which are individually rotated
by a shear couple imposed by the flowing host; to avoid confusion, the
term rotation is used below only in reference to re-alignment of in
clusions, and re-orientation used for the re-alignment of passive planes
and lines.

The significance of the distinction made above is most easily seen
in rotational strain because in this type of deformation principal axes
of finite strain undergo progressive re-orientation, while the principal
axes of infinitesimal strain maintain a constant orientation (RAMBERG,

1959). In irrotational strain principal axes of infinitesimal and finite
strain coincide and maintain a constant orientation; the distinction is
still of importance, however, in that re-orientation of passive planes or
lines, and rotation of inclusions, take place independently of one another.
A simplified illustration of a possibIe exampIe of this independence in
the case of a boudine layer is shown in fig. 38b. The effects of infinitesimal
strain may be summarised as resulting in alignment of inc1uded bodies
in a direction normal to the maximum principal stress axis, i. e. parallel
to the alignment of prismatic or tabular synkinematic minerals and
hence to the foliation in the rock.

Application of these conc1usions to dykes deformed by lateral dis
placement of wall-rocks, in which a deformation path k = l is to be ex
pected, affords an explanation, albeit an over-simplified one, of some
features of the Ilordleq dykes. As shown by RAMBERG (1959), for rota
tional strain with k = l, the minimum and maximum principal axes of
infinitesimal strain lie at an angle of 45° to the X and Z axes (fig. 37).
With the deformation model outlined above it would be anticipated
that a synkinematic foliation would develop and remain throughout the
deformation at an angle of 45° to dyke margins; included bodies (horn
blende aggregates) would not only be flattened within the plane of
foliation but would have no tendency to rotate away from this alignment.
This explanation of the fabric of the Ilordleq dykes appears to be more
consistent with the observed phenomena than explanations based on
other deformation models currently available.

Insofar as a foliation defined by the alignment of individual crystals
will not comprise discrete planes or folia, there will be no tendency for
the foliation pattern to re-orientate with increasing deformation. If
discrete planes were to form at any stage parallel to the mineral align
ment, such as those originating in some rocks by metamorphic differen
tiation and defined by compositional differences, these planes would
undergo progressive re-orientation in accord with increasing finite strain.
Such planes were not developed, or at least did not survive, in the Ilor
dleq dykes.
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TO account has yet been takcn of the sigmoid curvature of the dyke
foliation. This 'drag' of the foliation in the marginal zones of the dykes
is of particular intel'est as it demonstl'ates the inLluence of boundal'Y
layer efIects, which represent a departure from homogeneous strain
which may be of importance in the generation of similar folds. This
problem is considered in more detail in Part III, and it is necessary here
only to outline the main factors afIecting the formation and extent of
the boundary layer. The regular pattern of progressive strain shown in
figure 37 illustrates the behaviour of a pcrfectly plastic solid. The con
cept of a perfectly plastic solid is one which has only limited geological

BL.

Fig. 39. (a) Velocity gradient, Ol' strain rate, in ideal Jewtonian fluid between
moving parallel plates. (b) Velocily gradient, Ol' strain raLe, in non-ideal fluid with

boundary laycr (B. L.) clTect. Arter REINER (1960).

application as it does not allow consideration of the efIects, on stres
diITerences and om deformation paths, of varying strain rates. A com
prehensive view of the relationship between deformation and the rates
of strain is best obtained by a theoreticaI approach, which is attempted
in Pt. III, but an empirical comparison is sufficient to illustrate the
factors which determined the foliation pattern in the dykes.

Figure 39 a shows the velocity gradient, Ol' variation in strain rate,
in an ideal Lluid between parallel plates, when one plate is moved in its
own plane (REINER, 1960). The absence of baundary layer efIects is
shown by the straight line velocity distribution. Figure 39b shows the
velocity distribution in viscous liquids Ol' plastic solids with boundary
layer effects adjacent to the plates, a situation closely analogous to that
in the Ilordleq dykes. The width of the boundary layer in Lluids is pri
marily a function of the viscosity af the nuid, but \Vith plastic material
having a fundamental strength, the stress difTerence within the solid,
which is a function of the rate af strain (HEARD, 1963), is also impor·tant.
In general however a high rate of strain, large stress difTerences, and a
high viscosity will increase the proportion of thc movernent taking
place within the boundar'y layer. The marginal shear zones in metabasal
t,ic and other dykes may be seen as the result of lower temperatures,

185 7
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giving higher effective viscosities, (see HEARD, 1963) and higher stress
differences than obtained in the Ilordleq dykes.

(ii) Defiection of country rock foliation

Defiection of the earlier granite foliation in a narrow zone on the
borders of some dykes shows that the wall rocks did not behave as
completely rigid bodies. The width of the affected zone is however littIe
wider than that which may have been termally affected by the dykes,
and the defiection does not therefore provide a certain indication of the
rheological state of the main body of country rock at the time of dyke
intrusion. The direction of the defiection is nevertheless useful insofar
as it confirms the overall movement pattern inferred from other lines of
evidence.

(Hi) Folded xenoliths

The type-B dyke containing folded strips of country rock granite
has aIready been described (page 27 and figure 3 a). As interest in this
dyke attaches to the relationship between deformation, foliation and
folding rather than petrogenesis of the dykes only brief comment is
necessary.

The xenoliths are aligned parallel to the dyke margins and there
fore to one of the planes of no infinitesimal strain of the strain ellipsoid
(RAMBERG, 1959). This orientation is critical in that with the mechanism
of internal deformation envisaged by RAMBERG (op. cit.) and FLINN
(1962) competent sheets parallel to this plane should have undergone
neither stretching (boundinage) nor folding. Figure 37 e is a simplified
illustration of the relationship, as advocated by the above authors,
between folding and boudinage of competent layers and rotational
homogeneous strain, with k = 1.

Planes of no finite strain (f; f") correspond to circular sections of
the finite strain ellipsoid which separate sectors in which planes or lines
are shorter (oblique angles f-f") and longer (acute angles f-f") than
the originals, corresponding to sectors in which competent layers are
folded and boudine respectively. Planes of no infinitesimal strain (i'; i")
separate sectors in which shortening (shaded angles i'-i") or lengthening
(unshaded angles i'-i") of planes or lines takes place, irrespective of
whether they are shorter or longer than the originals. In sectors i"-f"
layers are shorter than originally but undergoing lengthening, and in
shaded sectors layers are shorter than originally and undergoing further
shortening. According to this hypothesis planes originally parallel to the
plane containing the X and Y reference axes are planes of no finite
strain, and planes of no infinitesimal strain, which remain parallel to the
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XY plane throughout the deformation and undergo neither shortening
nor lengthening; competent layers parallel to the XY plane should
consequently undergo neither folding nor boudinage. The folding of the
xenoliths in the dyke referred to is thus inconsistent with this mechanism
of folding.

It is suggested that this discrepancy is not due to an unusual mech
anism of deformation either in this particular dyke or in the Ilordleq
dykes in general. The oblique orientation of the xenolith strips relative
to the dyke foliation has served to demonstrate the existence of local
variations in the amount of strain within the dyke. Such variations are
likely to be present not only in all the dykes, where they are not seen
because of the lack of earlier structures oblique to the plane of foliation,
but in all deformed plutonic rocks where they are an important factor
in the generation of folds with axial planes parallel to the foliation. The
xenoliths cannot be regarded as playing an active role in the formation
of the folds nor are they ptygmatic veins.

Supporting evidence for the conclusions drawn from this single
example in Ilordleq has been recently obtained during examination of
similar dykes in the Julianehåb area of South Greenland. In this area
late-kinematic dykes with wall-rock displacements and foliation patterns
similar to those recorded in Ilordleq, are cut by numerous penecontem
poraneous granitic veins; the deformation and folding of these veins is
inconsistent with the relationship between homogeneous deformation
and folding envisaged by RAMBERG (1959) and FLINN (1962). It is not
suggested that the concept of homogeneous strain is not applicable to
plutonic rocks, but rather that departures from it are important in a
way difIerent from that previously proposed.

(iv) Folded foliation

This has been seen only in one dyke (page 27, fig. 17 c and Plate 1b).
The folding of the earlier foliation is paracrystalline with respect to
amphibolite facies minerals and recrystallisation of biotite and hornblende
parallel to the axial of the planes folds define a second foliation at right
angles to the earlier one. It is probable that the second foliation developed
as aresult of a final displacement in a reverse direction i. e. sinistral, to
that which produced the first foliation. In this dyke too the folded struc
ture i. e. the plane of the earlier foliation, can be regarded as playing
no active role in the genesis of the fold structure and its only function
has been that of showing up the variations in amounts of strain parallel
to the second foliation.

It is conceivable that the second foliation is due not to sinistral
displacement along the dyke but to continued dextral displacement,

7*
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which is accommodated by internal movement along planes of maximum
shearing stress in the strain ellipsoid. Activation of these planes is un
likely, however, when the dyke is able to recrystallise readily, and
would in any case produce structures indicating transverse relative dis
placement (dextral) and monoclinal folds, rather than the symmetrical
folds which are found.

(b) Col1ective features of the dykes

The structural characteristics of the dyke suite as a whole are shown
diagrammatically in fig. 19 in which the dyke fractures are interpreted
as a conjugate set of shear fractures. This interpretation is based prima
rily on the directions of displacement along the dykes because, as the
stereographic projection in fig. 19 shows, the directions of the dykes do
not fall into two clearly separated groups.

The overall pattern of fracturing and displacement is consistent
with brittie fracture by sub-horizontal compression with the maximum
principal stress approximately N-S, and sub-vertical intermediate stress
parallel to the line of intersection of the dykes. Drag features associated
with a gently dipping dyke (figs. 2 c, 20) and hornblendic shear veins
(fig. 23), both of which dip to the NNW, indicate reverse fauIt or over
thrust movement toward SSE, whereas quartz veins dipping to the SSE
are emplaced along fractures which indicate overthrust movement to
the NNW. One of these quartz veins is seen to cut a hornblende shear
zone (fig. 23). Only few observations have been made of such displace
ments, but it can provisionally be suggested that they represent a sub
sidiary set of conjugate shear fractures which may develop when the value
of the minimum principal stress approaches that of the intermediate
principal stress. A fracture zone outcropping for 300 m on the NW coast
of Ikerasarqap nuna, dipping 20°-30° to the SE, may have been formed
by movement along such a shear fracture; the relative movement in
this zone is not known.

Although the strike directions alone do not allow a convincing
separation into two groups, the sense of displacement along dyke fis
sures is clearly related to strike direction. In addition, the lines of inter
section of the large majority of dykes are fairly consistent, plunging at
about 65° to 215°. As the line of intersection is taken to be the inter
mediate principal stress direction, this is more clearly defined than the
azimuth directions of minimum and maximum principal stresses. The
spread of strike directions is concentrated within the sector containing
the minimum principal stress axis, approximately E-W as determined
from displacements along dyke fissures. The direction of the maximum
principal stress axis is estimated to be about 010°. The spread of strike
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directions is too great to determine whether the maximum principal
stress direction lies within an acute, or within an obtuse angle between
the supposed shear directions.

It is possibIe that the present attitudes of the dykes are not original
but due to later tilting: assuming that the line of intersection of the
dykes was originally vertical, the usual case in dyke swarms, a tilting
of 25° towards ENE must have taken place, at some time subsequent
to the emplacement of the late-kinematic dykes and before intrusion
of the first Gardar dykes.

Possibly related to the hornblende shear zones referred to previously,
are ubiquitous amphibole coated joint surfaces found throughout the
area; small displacements ean be seen on many of these joints but neither
these nor the joint directions were recorded systematically. The occur
renee of amphibole in shear zones and along joint surfaces may point
a connection between the movements associated with the intrusion of
the Ilordleq dykes and the mineralisation on Alangorssuaq, a peninsula
immediately to the west of Ilordleq (HARRY and OEN, 1964). Of partic
ular interest are the hot shear zones associated with syenitization of the
country rock granites on Alangorssuaq. Dykes described by the above
authors as having been regionally metamorphosed have many features
in common with the late-kinematic Ilordleq dykes, including sigmoid
foliation defined by hornblende aggregates indicating sinistral move
ments along N-S and NNE striking dykes, some of which have "vague
ramifying areas paler and richer in felspar than the enclosing rock"
(op. cit. p. 28). The period of fracturing giving rise to hot shear zones in
the granite preceded the main mineralisation which HARRY and OEN
(op. cit. p. 61) regard as having taken place at a maximum depth of 3 km,
but at fluid pressures greatly in excess of 'load' pressure.

The suggested orientations of regional principal stress axes are
similar to those which prevailed during the preceding plutonic Sanerutian
activity. The structures developed during this plutonic episode indicate
a homogeneous pattern of strain throughout much of thearea, with the
maximum principal stress normal to the regional foliation and lineation
(elongation) direction, and the minimum principal stress parallel to the
latter which is sub-horizontal (see Parts I and III). The foliation and
lineation directions are shown in fig. 19 together with the orientation of
the inferred strain ellipsoid. The accuracy of determination of the axes
during either period is not sufficient for an attempt to demonstrate an
exact fit, but even without this it is clear that there were no marked
changes in the tectonic pattern throughout the Sanerutian period. It is
even conceivable that conditions during the period of plutonic activity
differed from those during the period of intrusion of the dykes only in
that the rate of strain was more rapid during the latter.



VII. REGIONAL CONTEXT OF THE DYKES

Since the Ilordleq dykes were recognised as a distinctive suite,
more or less identical dykes occupying a similar chronological position
have been found to occur throughout a wide area of South Greenland
(ALLAART, 1964). A further characteristic intrusive suite, not found in
Ilordleq, consists of flat-Iying net-veined sheets (WINDLEY, 1965) which
are widely distributed in the Julianehåb area. These sheets post-date the
late-kinematic dykes in the Julianehåb area but are also thought to have
been emplaced during the later stages of Sanerutian reactivation. In
addition, larger intrusions of dominantly basic rocks of appinitic type
have been described from north of Narssarssuaq (WALTON, 1965). These
intrusions are known to be cut by dykes similar to those of Ilordleq
and have been described as being intruded "immediately following the
second period dykes" (BRIDGWATER and WALTON, 1964). This assertion
ean however be supported only by the faet that, in the area north of
Narssarssuaq, no significant geological event intervened between em
placement of the second period dykes and the appinites. Notwithstanding
present uncertainties regarding the age of the appinites relative to
plutonic reactivation in Ilordleq, which preceded emplacement of the
Ilordleq late-kinematic dykes, it is apparent that the Ilordleq dykes,
the net-veined diorite sheets, and the appinitic intrusions, represent a
well defined suite of basic and intermediate rocks emplaced during the
closing stages of a period of intense plutonic activity. Whether this
major plutonic event should be thought of as being the Sanerutian alone,
or as including both Ketilidian and Sanerutian, or even as extending into
the pre-Ketilidian, does not greatly affect interpretation of the Ilordleq
dykes. It is probable that the suite of basic and intermediate rocks
described forms only a small part of a more extensive suite which in
cludes the large masses of granitic rocks collectively referred to as New
Granites. The main features of the New Granites have been reviewed
by BRIDGWATER (1963); and DAWES (1966) has shown that at least
some have the petrographic, in addition to the environmental, charac
teristics of Rapakivi granites. These granites and associated intermediate
and basic intrusives occur mainly between Julianehåb and Kap Farvel
on the west coast, also extending northwards from Kap FarveIon the
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east coast. Recent work has shown rocks of this association to be even
more extensive than shown on the most recently published map (BRIDG
WATER, 1963) and their total areal extent is upwards of 3000 km2• The
granitic rocks are everywhere associated with basic and intermediate
rocks similar to those found north of Julianehåb which are associated
with only small amounts of granite.

The Ilordleq dykes therefore form only a very small part of a very
extensive group of rocks which at the present erosional level in South
Greenland collectively form the Rapakivi suite. No far-reaching conclu
sions regarding this suite ean be arrived at by investigation of the small
fraction of it comprising the Ilordleq dykes, although conclusions reached
regarding conditions of crystallisation, depth of emplacement, and the
relationship of the dykes to surfaee volcanic activity may apply to the
suite as a whole.



VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

(a) Comparisons with rocks showing similar features

The oblique foliation pattern in the Ilordleq dykes has been shown
to be consistent with deformation of the dykes by lateral relative dis
placement of rigid wall-rocks. A similar foliation characterises many
other lamprophyric dyke suites (KAITARO, 1953; BLYTH, 1949; BALK
and GROUT, 1934; ELDERS, 1957; MOORE and HOPSON, 1961). The
oblique shears in the porphyritic dykes of Galloway (Scotland) have
been interpreted by BLYTH (1949) as having been formed by lateral
movement recurring after emplacement of the dykes along transcurrent
movement fraetures. As in the Ilordleq area the structures in individual
dykes conforms to a regional pattern (see also MOORE and HOPSON,
1961). No evidence for the sense of relative movement of the wall-rocks
is cited for the Galloway dykes and the shear structures are explained
by means of a brittIe fraeture hypothesis; as aresult the relationship
between the oblique structures in the dykes and directions of relative
displacement of wall-rocks is the reverse of that which is thought to have
applied in Ilordleq. It may be however that the oblique structures in
the Galloway dykes are not comparable with the foliation in the Ilordleq
dykes.

The radial suite of lamprophyric dykes associated with the Åva
granite, SW Finland, (KAITARO, 1953) show a relationship between
oblique foliation and wall-rock displacement identical with that proposed
for the Ilordleq dykes: interpretation in the two areas differs only in
regard to the mechanism of deformation of the dyke material, the present
writer regarding the theory of brittIe fracture inappropriate. Similarity
of many features in contrasting swarms of dykes such as those of Ilordleq
and Åva, suggests that a study of the transcurrent movement directions
along dyke fissures in a radial swarm would be of great interest.

The conjugate fracture system which controlled the emplacement
of the Ilordleq dykes ean probably be regarded as analogous to con
jugate fold systems which develop in rocks less homogeneous than those
of Ilordleq. The regional stress pattern thought to be responsibIe for the
formation of the fracture system in Ilordleq is the same as that thought
by RAMSAy (1962) to control the development of conjugate folds; these
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folds are found in rocks deformed during late phases of orogenic develop
ment and are often related in space and time with development of fauIts,
thrusts and joints (op. cit.). Dykes similar to those of Ilordleq have in
fact been shown to be associated with late-Caledonian conjugate folds
in NW Scotland, (SOPER and BROWN, 1965), and suggest the possibility
of a detailed comparison of comparable events and phenomena at the
diflerent tectonic levels represented in Scotland and South Greenland.

The important petrographic features of the Ilordleq dykes are those
which indicate primary crystallisation in amphibolite facies followed in
many dykes by extensive post-consolidation recrystallisation. Descrip
tions of eomparable features are widespread in the literature on lampro
phyrie rocks and have on occasion led to conclusions similar to those
arrived at in Ilordleq, which tend to confirm that 'the deadlock reached
with regard to these troublesome rocks is due to a rigid belief in ortho
magmatic crystallisation'. (SMITH, 1946, p. 170). Individual features
which eonstantly recur in lamprophyre descriptions and which are
thought to be of genetie importance in the Ilordleq rocks include titan
iferous brown amphiboles (CHALLIS, 1963; CAMPBELL and SCHENK, 1950;
RAMSAY, 1955; WALKER and Ross, 1954; JAFFE, 1953) and the occur
rence of amygdales or ocelli (WILLIAMS, 1923; WOODLAND, 1962; CAMP
BELL and SCHENK, 1950; RAMSAY, 1955; WALKER and Ross, 1954;
JAFFE, 1953; KNOPF, 1936; REYNOLDS, 1931).

Abundant xenoliths of both cognate and accidental origin are fea
tures which point to common factors in the genesis and conditions of
emplacement of a large number of lamprophyric dykes of diverse type:
in Ilordleq the abundance of xenoliths is regarded as aresult of high
gas pressure and emplacement along active transcurrent fissures.

The apparent similarity between the crystallisation 'and deforma
tional history of many lamprophyric dyke suites and that of the Ilordleq
rocks, suggests that filter-pressing may be more common than has been
previously acknowledged. Some examples of filter-pressing have been
described and interpreted as sueh (WILLIAMS, 1923; KAITARO, 1953;
WOODLAND, 1962), while descriptions of inhomogeneities in many other
suites, of which the A'chuine hybrids (READ, 1925, 1931) are an example,
may indicate the operation of a similar mechanism.

The felspathisation of wall-rocks of some of the dyke fissures before
intrusion of the dykes has obvious similarities with the formation of
such well-known rocks as fenites and adinoles. The combination of basic
dykes and potash metasomatism seems however to be an unusual one;
an example which has been fully described (KENNEDY and READ, 1936)
relates to a dyke which is probably a member of the Scottish swarm
referred to earlier (BLYTH, 1949). Extensive potash metasomatism ad
jacent to this dyke has been established by chemical analysis, and the
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potash content of the dyke rock exceeds that of the basaltic Ilordleq
dykes by less than 10J0. Similar bleaching of brecciated country rocks
adjacent to sills has been described by TWETO (1951). The close relation
ship of the late-kinematic dykes with alkaline fluids, which in a neigh
bouring area are associated with hydrothermal sulphide mineralisation
(see page 93), suggests that the Rapakivi suite in South Greenland is of
potential economic interest.

(b) Ilordleq dykes in relation to the lamprophyre
problem

It is clear that the Ilordleq dykes have features in common with
many dyke suites elsewhere which have been described as lamprophyres,
and this term could indeed have been used for these dykes. An attempt
has been made to show that the Ilordleq dykes were derived from a
magma of commonplace composition, probably theoleiitic, and that their
unusual features, chemical, mineralogical, and others, are due entirely
to two factors; (i) crystallisation at high P H •O, and (ii) external condi
tions at the time of emplacement. Insofar as crystallisation at high
P H •O appears to be a common feature of late-plutonic basic rocks, it is
probably correct to regard external conditions as wholly responsible for
the characteristic features of the dykes.

If this is the case, the differences between the Ilordleq dyke suite
and a normal tholeiitic or calc-alkaline dyke suite must be regarded in
the same way as, for example, the differences between rocks metamor
phosed in different grades of regional metamorphism. Although wide
differences in composition may exist the primary division of metamor
phic rocks is one based on differences which are interpreted as being due
to variation in the conditions under which the rocks crystallised. Although
these distinctions have been used mainly in the study of metamorphic
rocks, the application of the facies concept to magmatic rocks was clearly
envisaged by ESKOLA in his original definition of mineral facies (page 51).
If rocks such as those of Ilordleq are regarded as the produets of crystal
lisation in a particular facies, the difficulties over nomenclature and
classification of these and similar rocks ean be at least circumvented,
if not resolved. Furthermore, the primary classification of such rocks
on the basis of often minor differences between mineral assemblages, a
large proportion of which cannot even be regarded as equilibrium as
semblages, will then be seen to be as inappropriate and pointless as would
a similar classification of metamorphic rocks.

On the basis of the limited evidence available, there is no reason
to suppose any significant differences in the equilibrium mineral assem
blages, and hence physico-chemical conditions, between the facies in
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which the dykes crystallised and the almandine-amphibolite facies of
regional metamorphism. It could be, however, that the suspected dif
ferences in, for example, the relationship between fluid and solid pressures
(see page 55), would not significantly affect mineral assemblages in basic
rocks but would effect significant differences in mineral assemblages in
rocks of a different composition. Either because of this, or simply as a
matter of convenience, it could be argued that a separate facies termi
nology should be used for the consolidation facies of magmatic rocks.
The Ilordleq rocks could then simply be described as basic rocks crystal
lised in the lamprophyre facies as opposed to the basalt facies. Further
subdivisions could be made when it becomes apparent that they are
required; it could be, although it is not suggested so here, that all mag
matic rocks can be satisfactorily divided into only two facies. It is not
suggested that all lamprophyres and associated rocks can be regarded
as having crystallised under the same conditions as those prevailing
during crystallisation of the Ilordleq dykes; as has been emphasised
by FYFE, TURNER and VERHOOGEN (1958), a facies classification is not
a rigid system, but one which is of an essentially pragmatic nature, and
which may be re-adjusted either as aresult of new information, or on
grounds of practical convenience. The writer is at present investigating
the mineral facies of a variety of magmatic rocks with the object of
determining the subdivisions which may be of practical use, and whether
some or all of these subdivisions differ significantly from the subdivisions
of metamorphic facies.

Perhaps the greatest use of a separate terminology would be the
impetus which would be given to the recognition of conditions of con
solidation as being of equal importance with rock composition in deter
mining the mineral assemblages of magmatic rocks.

(c) Source of water in the Ilordleq dyke magna

The water content of the parent magma of the dykes was the critical
factor which made possibIe the development of the high water pressures
which influenced both their differentiation and crystallisation. It is im
portant to determine whether this high water content is of primary
origin or whether due to influx of water at some time subsequent to the
formation of the magma: if the latter it is of interest to know whether
the water was of juvenile or connate origin.

If the high water content was congenital it must be supposed that
the magma originated under conditions of high P H20 . If this were the
case and if the magma were derived by partial fusion of a non-basaltic
source, the composition of the magma would be quite different from
that of magmas derived by partial melting of the same source at low
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P H •O ; as this is not the case it is probable that the water content is not
an original feature of the magma. The close relationship, in both space
and time, between magmatic suites in which high water content is an
important character and plutonic activity, seems sufficiently well estab
lished to justify a prima facie conclusion that the water content of such
magmatic rocks derives from the penecontemporaneous plutonic rocks.
The progressive depletion of water in plutonic rocks with increasing
grade of metamorphism has long been recognised, but there is also
convincing evidence for the migration of alkalies, particularly potash,
in the higher grades of metamorphism. A metamorphic source seems
possibIe for the alkaline fluids which preceded the basic magma along
the dyke fissures in lIordleq, and perhaps also for the regional alkali
influx associated with the emplacement of the Rapakivi suite (ALLAART,
1964; DAWES, 1966).

If rocks undergoing granulite facies metamorphism are depleted in
water and alkalies (RAMBERG, 1951), it may provisionally be suggested
that the compositional changes undergone by plutonic rocks during such
metamorphism are complementary to compositional changes in contem
poraneous basic magmas, which effect profound changes in the subse
quent evolution of such magmas. This process is analogous to the forma
tion of spilitic rocks by the migration of water and soda into basalt
magmas, from enclosing marine sediments or sea-water. It might even
be suggested that in some circumstances both the development of
granulite facies assemblages and related compositional changes are de
pendent on the proximity of basic magmas.
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PLATES



Plate 1

(a) Mafie aggregate in type-B dyke, consisting mainly of single undeforrned amphi
bole erystal. P.P.L., (x28), G.G.U. 31!l64.

(b) Folded foliation in type-B dyke showing ineipient strain-slip strueture parallel
to axial plane of folds. P.P.L., (x 6.5), G.G.U. 52526.

(c) Inhomogeneity in type-A dyke with leueoeratie material separating mafie-rieh
aggregates. P.P.L., (x3), G.G.U. 32157.
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Plate 2

(a) Amphibole aggregates drawn out and aligned parallel to foliation in plagioc1ase
hornblende groundmass of type-B dyke. P.P.L., (x16), G.G.D. 32535.

(b) Disrupted zoned prismatic brown amphibole in microc1ine bearing type-C dyke.
P.P.L., (x 24), G.G.D. 31680.

(c) Amphibole concentration along margin of type-B dyke (right) adjacent to
country rock granite (left). P.P.L., (x16), G.G.D. 52540.
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Plate 3

(a) Prismatic amphiboles on weathered surface of microcline-bearing type-C dyke.

(b) Zone af metasomatic alteration af country rock granite (right) bardering type-B
dyke (left). Polished surface.
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Plate 4

Geological sketch map and location of the Ilordleq area.
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